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Would You Pay 83 Cents A Week For Family Recreation? It's Little League Baseball
By Jo Westpltsling
You won't fl...; „ JU VVIIlle delinquent on a baseball diamond,
especially on a summer evening.
That could well be the theme of
cities
t !tiii•
current program in the i
'ed in
to have teen-agers oc
rewholesome and worthw
creation this summer.
Tuesday night the board of directors of the Twin Cities Baseball League and other interested
citizens witnessed a superb film
produced by the Chrysler Corporation reviewing the tremendous
growth of Little League Baseball
in the United States. The film is
called "A Summer Evening" and
should -be "must" viewing for
every man, woman and child in
the country to learn how an organized program of recreation for
"Uncle Dan" Hastings second from right makes like holding a bat at
young people can work wonders
the meeting of the Little League Baseball Tuesday night Enjoying
Fullen's favorite baseball personality are left to right Laurence Yates, to wipe out juvenile delinquency
the United States.
in
Harry Hancock and Joe Mae Reed

Currently the twin cities are
caught up in the spreading contagion of Little League Baseball
for this summer, and as always
the two communities are going a
step further. Appealing to interested citizens, merchants and
professional people in the Fulton
area to help get the program
"moving along", patron's passes
have been sent in the mail to help
defray the cost of buying equipment, uniforms and paying necessary expenses of the league. The
contributions are voluntary.
The step further is to organize
a girl's league this year so that
little league baseball in the twin
cities will beeosne a "family affair". Louis - Weeks, chairman of
the girl's league says that managers, team captains and other
workers have already been contacted and Ire ready to begin
work on the Bret year's program.

Governor Combs
Thomas Exum
W F 11 Lel
Receives Coveted To Tour Exhibits
RAIO
Philmont Award

From the information revealed
at the meeting it is obvious that
all is in readiness to "Play Ball"
on May 29, the day before Memorial Day, with the only drawback the lack of funds in hand
with which to operate the leagues.
Most families have been sent
two parton's passes as have been
most businessmen. The season of
play lasts twelve weeks, making a
recreational cost of the summer
for baseball approximately 83
cents per week. If two children
are entered into the league the
Contented On Pa0e rise
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Ford Philpot and his- Evangelistic Team will conduct the revival Rev. Philpot is an approved
Methodist
evangelist of The
Church. He was born and reared
in Kentucky anti has ministered
in more than 275 revivals in 32
states Assisting Rev Philpot will
be The White Sisters, acclaimed
as "the trio with the most harmony", having appeared with
Billy Graham and were also associated with Jack Wyrtzen and
the "Word of Life' telecast from

New York City. Howard Whitmore, talented tenor soloist and
song leader will also be with the
evangelistic team.
Plans are under way for the
revival which will be held in a
large tent tabernacle on the Fulton Ball Park gratmtis each eve•
ning
On Tuesday evening various
committees from the 11 participat_
ing churches met at the First
Methodist Church in Fulton with
L. S. Miller of Wilmore. Kentucky,
advance agent for the Ford Philpot Evangelistic Team.
Mr Miller reviewed the responsibilities of each committee chairman at the meeting He stressed
the fact that "a successful revival
is arenething that can never come
to pass unless God is in it. God
has to be on the scene," he added.
in the
churches
Methodist

Fulton CountyJis getting one of the biggest cuts in
allotments this year from the State Rural Highway
Fund of any county in the State.
The average annual expenditure in the years 195660 in Fulton County was $157,934, while Fulton County
is allotted for the year 1960-61 only $69,847.
When it was brought to light recently that some
counties are faring far better than others, depending on
political favoritism, Governor Combs and Highway
Commissioner Henry Ward said that future allotments
of rural-secondary funds to the counties will be based on
revival and the pastors are Beth- four factors.
)(them and Wesley, Rev. Norman
Although the Hickman County decrease is sizeable
Crittenden; Chapel Hill, Harris
per year under Chandler, $71,053 under
and New Hope, Rev, Dave Hilli- ($314,059
amount of
ard; Walnut Grove, Dukedom and Combs) the county received the third highest
Rice City, Rev, Keith Smith; Wa- rural secondary road money in the State. Only Pike and
ter Valley and Palestine. Rev.,
counties received slightly more. The Hickman
Charles Brinkley and The First Johnson
allocated
Methodist Church, Fulton, Rev. J. County allotments surpassed even those funds
L. Leggett.
Jefferson.
county,
largest
Kentucky's
to
committees were
Th f now'
named; General Revival Chairman, Bill Stewart: Co-chairman,
Billy Gilbert; Spiritual Life. Rev.
A. A. McGuire, Mrs. J. L. Leggett;
Finance, Carl Pirtle, Phil Parker;
Grounds. Ward
Building and
Johnson, Robert Burrow; Youth,
Mrs- Thomas
Tripp,
Mrs. Nelson
Bruce; Music, Mrs. Phil Parker,
Marvin Laird; Ushers. Duane
Webb, Bud Davis; Advertisement,
Mrs. Hendon Wright, Mrs. Thomas
Mahan; Entertainment, Mrs. Norman Crittenden.

The formula to be used is this:
One-fifth of the available funds
will be divided equally among the
120 eounties; one-fifth will be distributed on a basis of rural-population; one-fifth on a basis of
rural-road milage; and two fifths
on a basis of rural area.
Each administration has rewarded home counties of influential State officials legislative
friends, etc.
The pattern of rewarding political friends seems to be working

in reverse in the Combs Administration, however. It was learned
from a statistical table appearing
recently in the Louisville CourierJournal, that the home counties of
most key workers in the Combs-.
Wyatt Headquarters were faring
much worse than arch political
foes.
For instance while Fulton County,
the home of State campaign cochairwoman Mrs. Paul Westpheling was cut much more than half
($88,087) the home county of A. 13,

ccFirst District road expenditures are as follows:
:
1956-'60 1960-'61
NTY
$97,634—$91,689
121,148-140,190
liaildarw.11
192,865-163,054
Calloway
78
119,288-114,1
Carlisle
Park Terrace Restaurant at 9.30
86
211,245-164.0
Christian
there
from
leave
and the bus will
104,369-103,284
at 10 o'clock.
iCrittenden
Meanwhile on Tuesday the first
157,934— 69,847
overall inspection of various busi-iFulton
245,998-252,281
held
in
ever
Graves
nem establishments
314,059— 71,053
Kentucky was conducted by reP- Hickman
resentatives of health depart93,579-110,477
ments from Tennessee and Ken- Livingston
4
99,263-370,79
tucky. Bowling alleys, cafeterias, Logan sin-101,760— 80,865
rest rooms, motels, hotels and Lyorel'•
other buildings subject to sanita96,962— 83,033
tion codes were inspected. Rep- McCracken
163,471— 87,392
resentatives from the Twin Cities Marshgl
and
Committee
183,831-144,108
Improvement
Muhlenberg
other beautification committees
85,936-112,056
were in attendance at the inspec- Todd _-116,463-174,120
tion and participated in the color- , Trigg

Guided Tours And 'Report Card'Day To
Close Week Long Events To'Spruce Up'
9c
9c
9c

1

Attention compelling activities to kick-off a long
range beautification program for the twin cities draw to
a close this week-end with guided tours of civic and industrial installations on Friday and "report card" day
on Saturday.
Friday tours will be conducted through the new
Henry I. Siegel, Southern Bell plants every hour and
through the giant Ferry-Morse Seed Company plant
every half hour. These industries cordially invite interested citizens everywhere to be their guests on that day.
Meanwhile "open house" will be
held all day long at Pepsi Cola
Bottling Co., both city halls, the
health center. the Chamber of
Commerce building and the City
National Bank. Frank Lemasters
is chairman of the industrial tour.
CHECK-UP DAY for the Twin
Cities Clean-Up, Paint-Up, and
Fix--Up Committee will be on
Saturday, April the 29th. The pur• • •
THANKS. A-PLENTY!
The Clean-Up, Paint-Up and
Fix-1p Committee %Orli to express their thanks to the merchants organization. and cinema
who had entries in the Parade
Saturglai and helped to make
this project a nieces. The members of the committee appreciated the cooperation they received In staging the Kick Off
Parade for the Campaign.
• .
pose of this day is for inspection
of the Twin Cities to evaluate the
program and find out what projects have been started and what
has been accomplished during the
Campaign.
There will be a bus tour of the
cities beginning at 1000 a. m. The
city officials, the presidents of the

civic clubs and organizations, and
all members of the Clean-Up.
Fix-Up. Paint-Up Committee are
invited to attend and make this
ful parade that preceded the in- ,
tour.
Coffee will be served at the spections.

Ward To Speak
Top
Duke, Speight, Walker Named
At First District
Ranking Seniors Al Fulton High Demo Dinner

By Karen Dublin
Miss Dortha Duke, Miss Ophelia
Speight and Mike Walker have
been named as the three topranking seniors at Fulton High
School and will serve as Valedictorian, Salutatorian and Honors
Day Speaker, respectively, in the
coming graduation activities.
Dortha Duke, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Duke of 308
Sunset Drive, received the highest
honor of Valedictorian with a
point system average of 2.91891.
She. has been an active participant
In many school clubs and programs during her high school career. She recently served as one
of the delegates to the NOMA
Education Night Banquet at Pae
ducah.
She has held several offices in
the Future Homemakers of Amer-

_
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Fulton, Hickman Counties Get Sharpest Road FundCutbacks; Chandler's County Gets 456% Increase

MAD DOG!
The Hickman County Board of
Health has proclaimed a 60 day
quarantine of all dogs in the
county, after discovering a rabid
dog in Clinton. in. oog was shot
arid its head sent to Frankfort,
where earlier suspicions of rabies
were confirmed. All dogs are to be
kept locked up and any dog found
running loose will be disposed of
by the authorities.

Memories Of Old TimeRevivalsln Store
As Methodists Plan Crusade For Christ
Remetnbrances of the old time
revivals once held in the Tabernacle of Canes Park will come
alive again when the Methodist
Churches of the Ken-Tenn area
unite for the "Twin Cities Crusade For Christ" which will be
held for a two-week period beginning June 18 through July 2.

Getting funds to operate the Little League Baseball aSeesialbOn is serious business Charlie PawInkiewics points out to ardent supporters.
James Hell. John Colley and Lonnie Roper, in right background, concur.
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SCOUT-0 RAMA CHAIRMAN
Tont Walden says he has received
Governor
from
confirmation
Combs that the Governor Will
of
one
A Philmont. Scholarship,
visit SCOUT-O-RAMA 011 Satur70 presented to scouter,' all over day laIternoon. April 29 It is exthe United States, has been pected that the Governor will
awarded to- Thomas Exurn, well- tour the exhibit booths during the
known Fulton scouter. He will use afternoon of the sate youth show.
It at Philmont Scout Ranch during
More than one hundred and fifty
the month of August
exhibits and demonstrations haus
now been confirmed according
The scholarship was presented Mr. Walden. Arena type shows
by the Sears-Roebuck Foundation, will commence at 1 30 P M. on
• philanthropic organization which Saturday afternoon
aids public education projects.
Present entries in the parade
Mr Krum will take his wife and! scheduled for downtown Paducah
at 10:00 A. M Saturday, April 29,
family with him to the ranch,
indicate it will be one of the most
which is located near Cimarron. colorful parades ever to be staged
New Mexico.
in downtown Paducah.

Girls from the ages of 9 through
fifteen will be aceipted for the
league. And the boy's league ages
range from 10 through 17 with
the ages of the Little League, ten
through 15, and the Pony League
ages 15 through 17. Application
cards are being distributed today.

Ica chapter, including second vicepresident in her junior year. She
State Highway Commissioner
has also earned the Junin? and
Henry Ward will be the principal
Chapter FHA Degrees.
speaker at the annual JacksonHer work in the two publica- Jefferson Day dinner to be held at
tions, the KENNEL and the GR-R- Kentucky Dam Village at 7 p. m.
BOWL, have earned her the honor Saturday May 13.
of being elected to the Quill and
The dinner is being sponsored
Scroll, national honorary journal:
by the First District Democratic
istic fraternity.
Club. Mrs. Josephine
Women's
Dortha has also earned many
director of the women's
scholastic honors including three Poyner is
in the first district.
monograms, the FHS Award and organization
Many prominent state Demomembership in the National Hon-.
crats are expected to attend the
or Society.
She has been a member of the annual event.
Dinner reservations can be made
Future Nurses Club for three years
and is presently serving as secre- by phoning Mrs. Poyner at her
tary-treasurer of the organization. home, 233 North 6th St. The dinDortha, who was voted as "Most ner will be $5 per plate. Those
Dependable" by her classmates in persons wishing lodge reservations
the Senior Who's Who is very in-' should call the office at Kentucky
i Dam Village.
0","*ued on Pace Four

"Happy" Chandler received nearly 400% more. The average road
expenditure in Woodford County
during Chandler's own term was
an average of $51,717 a year while
during the 1960-61 term of GovWoodford
Bert Combs
ernor
County will receive 4236,232.
county
home
Chandler's
While
"splashes" in road county, Hickman County the home county of
defeated gubernatorial candidate
was
Waterfield
Lee
Harry
"drowned" in cutbacks. The average annual expenditure in Hickman County while Mr. Waterfield
was
lieutenant-governor
was
$314,059 while the 1960-61 average
was only $71,053.
Veteran political figure emerson "Doc" Beauchamp, present
Agriculture
oA
commissioner
seems to have a pipe-line into the
road money expenditures under
the present administration. While
Logan County received $99,263
annually under the Chandler Administration, it will receive $370,794 during the next fiscal year.
Beauchamp, supported the present
Administration during the campaign.
Fulton County. was not the only
home county of a key campaign
worker to get the "axe" in road
money. Notable cutbacks in the
counties of campaign workers are:
Adair County, home of Ed Farris, secretary to both Governors
Clements and Wetherby and or-

ganizational chairman for the
received
ticket
Combs-Wyatt
2217,433 during Chandler's term
the
Combs
during
and only $89,038
term.
Others with the Chandler figure
appearing first and the Combs
figure second are:
Christian County, home of Ned
Breathitt early Combs supporter,
and now a member of the Public
Service Commission $211, 245 $164.086: Davies, home of Wendell Ford, executive administrator
to Combs, $151,494 - $137,410;
Fayette, home of Commissioner of
Motor Transportation Foster Ockerman, early Combs supporter
and also of Dick Moloney, early
54- $99,Wyatt supporter,-$1 ,
Public
437: Hart County. h
Information Commissioner Cattle
Lou Miller, and secretary to both
Governors Clements and Wetherby, $150,446 - $102,528.
Henderson County, in the senatorial district of J. Murray Blue,
whose wife was also State cochairwoman, $136,263 - 82,196.
Senator Blue, whose home county
is Webster received $122,128 per
year during the Chandler Administration for his county and
only $115,988 for the next fiscal
year. Mrs. Blue is national committeewoman and Senator Blue
Is seeking re-election.
Nicholas County, home of former Public Relations Commission(Continued on Page Five)

Christian Church Help Is Asked
To Hear Speaker To Make Jaycette
Of Wide Travel Revue Successful

The Fulton Jaycettes are busy
making preparations for their second annual 'Tiny Tot Revue which
will be held on the evening of
June 2 at the South Fulton Auditorium. A coupon is printed elsewhere in this issue for the use of
parents wishing to enter their
children, ages two through six.
Mrs. Virginia Jones, Mrs. Mary
Lawson and Mrs. Joanne Creason
will be in charge of the entrants.
It is suggested they be attired
in street clothes. Last year's winners were: First Division: Beverly
Ann Brown and William Fortner.
Second Division: Shelia Harrison
and Mike Hagan. Third Division:
Kathy Jo King and David Puckett.
The contestants will be judged
in two divisions. The first division
will be from ages two thru four.
The second division five and six.
Many parents will be contacted in
the next few weeks and asked to
PAUL C. KEPPLE
enter their children. Clip the
Paul C. Kepple, missionary to coupon in this issue, fill it out
Mexico for the Christian Church- and mail it today, if you wish to
es,
("Disciples of Christ) will enter your tot in the revue.
Veteran Democratic leader Rob- speak at the First Christian
ert Humphreys has been named Church on Monday night May 1,
WILL POWER CLASS!
an assistant to Highway Com- at 6:30 p. m. The program is
On Monday, May 1, the followmissioner Henry Ward.
sponsored by the local CWF with up Weight control class will meet.
Humphreys will be assigned to Mrs. F. D. Phillips, program chair- A pot luck low calorie luncheon
will be held at noon at the city
toll-road projects. He spent mad man.
Mr. Kepple has been engaged in park. Afterwards the members
of last week working on right-ofand
evangelistic
administrative
will see a movie' The Owl and
way problems on the Eastern
Kentucky toll road in Powell work and was stationed at San Fred Jones', and also review exerLuis Potosi during his last term cises. All members who particiCounty.
classof service, Before that the Kepples pated in the weight
He started to work April 14, lived at Mountain of Light Farm es are invited to at
and is being paid $710 a month.
at Pabellon, Mexico. This farm
WE
Humphreys was commissioner has as its purpose the training of
Mrs. R. 0.
hcock and chilof highways during both admin- boys from ranch towns where
the
as
as
Ile are visiting her
far
only
dren
goes
of
A.
schooling
istrations of former Governor
M
d
Robert GraMrs.
parents
fourth
or
grade.
former
third
a
is
He
Chandler.
B.
days, while Mr.
As a missionary Mr. Kepple ham for a
United States senator, having acthe annual C. T.
cepted an interim appointment serves with the United Christian Hitchcock atte
after the death of Alben W.Missionary Society, an interns- A. conference at the Ken Lake
Hotel.
Page
Five)
en
(Continued
Barkley.

Bob Humphreys,
Veteran Politico,
Hired By Combs

Kentucky's Floral Clock Can Bring National
Honor and Many Tourist Dollars Into State Coffers
What's wrong with the State of
Kentucky planting a magnificent
floral clock as a showpiece on the
Capitol grounds at Frankfort?.
Nothing. As a matter of fact it is
a splendid idea since it will beautify
and enhance the Capitol grounds for
Kentucky natives visiting in Frankfort, as well as be an item of interest
for visiting tourists. If the clock is distinctive, an unusual item, a talking
and photography piece that will afford Kentuckians a little extra pride
in themselves, it is an asset.
In Washington, the Government
spends thousands of times this
amount to make Washington the attractive show-place that it is, and the
Nation is proud of Washington and
its lovely appearance.
Why can't Kentuckians try to be
proud of THEIR State Capitol instead
of grousing around when some floral
improvement is attempted? Goodness
knows, Frankfort can stand a lot of it.
The clock episode suffered at the
outset from bad public relations, and
unfortunately the rabble-rousing "Politician" now has seized it for his
spiteful bantering and it may be in

for a long siege of wagging. An alert
,Public Relations staff in Frankfort
can yet pull the fat out of the fire byarranging appropriate ceremonies and
a little national recognition to put the
project in its proper perspective when
the clock starts to function; so far the
only recognition has been a few spiteful digs by newspapers and other
media that ought to know better.
The whole thing reminds us of an
incident in a midwestern community
that began some 25 years ago: The
mayor at that time, a man of vision,
planned and built a boulevard system
linking the parks of the city, with
much of the road running through
former ravines, trash dumps and undesirable neighborhoods. In doing so,
he had to weather a storm of criticism
and abuse. During the following years
the ugly ravines were cleared and
beautified and today that boulevard
system stands as one of the outstanding in the nation.
So more power to Bert Combs
and his floral clock. May it take its
place alongside the Kentucky turnpike project of Lawrence Wetherby's
—a project soundly cussed at first but
as happily praised today.

Shoplifting Becomes Problem
The students at FHS are facing
one of their most serious problems.
What is to be done about the shoplifting that has been going on in the business establishments?
It is known that teenagers are responsible for some, if not most, of this
thievery. 'So what?" you say, "I'm
not responsible for it." Maybe not,
but you might be. If you saw a good
friend of yours calmly pick up something in a store and walk out with it,
what would you do? Would you think
he was pretty tricky and admire him

for it? Would you try it the next time
you had the chance? Or would you try
to confince him that he was wrong?
We are responsible for the reputation that our school and its citizens
earn. Good or bad, it is up to us, not
the police or the shopkeepers. By our
disapproval of their actions we try
and convict them, which can be worse
than any jail sentence. This is our
privilege, our duty, to ourselves, our
school and our companions.
"Kennel", Fulton High School

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Comfort And Conformity
- By Robert T. Reilly, public relations director, Creighton University,
Omaha
All around us are evidences of
the decline of sacrifice. Cigarette
smokers produce pipes and movie addicts double up on television. We
complain about sermons, heat, humidity, hard kneelers and collections.
Students find exams too difficult and
leadership too taxing. Parents consider discipline cruel and mortification medieval. The key words are
comfort and comformity.
WE ALL aspire to the charcoalscented, stein hoisting, caricature of
manhood that stares at us from the
full color ads. He is odorless, sports a
wash-and wear shirt, sanforized unlerwear, transistor entertainment
and mint-flavored smokes. His breath
is clean his shoes don't scuff; his
stomach is capsule-soothed; his eyes
are medically propped open or shut.
Even his dog is itchless and thrives on
one-minute gravy.
We have been led to believe that
happiness consists in a satisfaction of
our physical appetites. But Christ
chose the way of suffering to be our
redemption. This is a truth we have
hidden carefully from ourselves, like
an unflattering photograph or a dentist's appointment card. We do not
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think of pain or adversity, and we regard suffering only as a punishment
for sin. That suffering can also mean
love is a fact few people have grasped.
I'd like to buy a full page in some
magazine, fill it with some shots of
struggling young families and caption it, "Suffering Belongs!"
AFTER ALL, we are not talking
martyrdom. The strange paradox for
today is_ that many Christians who
would march proudly to the lions,
cannot make it up the hill to evening
devotions. We mean the sacrific involved in accepting illness and loneliness and disappointment, foregoing
some pleasures and developing a code
of conduct. And this means, not the
forty days of Lent, but the 52 weeks
of the year.
Our society demands genuine
dedication if we are to survive. What
disturbs us most about the Communists is their acceptance of life as a
struggle and their willingness to suffer in order to spread their doctrine.
Have we, the free men of this universe, been outstripped by a pagan
belief? Goethe warns us: "What you
have inherited from your fathers,
earn over again for yourselves or it
will not be yours."
THE FIRST STEP must be a
willingness to face up to suffering.
We'll develop in character. Compare
a picture of some current movie
queen with the photo of an oriental
elder. The difference is not mere line
and blemish. It is life and character
written into one face absent in the
other.
Marriages and friendships that
last are solidified by the sharing of
problems and pain. Dad tries to understand mother's frustrations, and
she tries not to envy his apparent
freedom. Her sacrifice is in being the
wife and mother she promised to be
during the marriage ceremony. These
trials are the crucibles that mold us
as men and women.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFsiefters

"This is my son — treat him just like anybody else
who some day will own the business!"

I

Turning Back The Clock— ,
FROM THE FILES: —

APril LS, 1941
Louis Weaks,field commissioner
of Scouting in Fulton, reported
that Edgar Jones, the Fulton scoutmaster, has moved to Milan and
will be succeeded here by James
Meacham.
One was killed and three injured last Saturday night at midthe north-bound
night when
Panama Limited struck an autoobile at the State Line crossing
near Browder Mill. The occupants
were Negroes.
The fourth annual Lions Club
Minstrel will be presented Tuesday night at the Science Hall under the direction of Mrs. T. A.
Parham. Billy Whitnel will at
as interlocutor and specialty numbers will be given by Doris
Branch and Ivan Jones, Mrs. Montell Manley, and Wallace Crowe.
Included in the cast as end men
will be Donald Hall, Edwin Gunter, Leon Hutchens, Enoch Milner, James Warren, James Mu!tennis, Paul Hornbeiik, James
Cullum, H. P. Allen, Tillman
Adams, Maurice Bailey and Edward Pugh.
Constable Barney
Hicks of
Scotts Mills, is hot on the trail of
the culprit who took the refreshments from the ante-room of the

.•
Whittlers Club last Friday night.
The club had to eat the limberger
sandwiches dry.
Luke Simms, of Scotts Mills,
who played the north end of a
reindeer in the Christmas pageant,
will be a whole grizzly bear in
the new church play, "The Last of
the Mohicans."
Clocky Cortnght of Scotts Mills
lost his pay envelope last Saturday night and stayed out until two
o'clock in the morning looking for
it. He was so tried after his long
search that he staggered home and
remained in bed until Monday

war.
Commander Maury, formerly of
the U. S. Navy, and Gen. Robert
E. Lee, formerly of the U. S.
Army, advised the Governor of
Virginia to release Gen. Hanley.
The elderly general was soon on
his interrupted way to Washington.
Washington was surrounded by
Virginians
Secessionists. Many
called for the occupation of Washington, but others were willing to
stop at the borders of Virginia.
The time had not come when men
could see the scope of the coming
war . • . and a good thing for the
Union Capitol! Washington Will
occupied by only a few hundred
Unionist)
(meaning
"1 o y a 1"
troops.
Union soldiers held Ft. Monroe
across the bay from Norfolk but
there were no Union men to hold
the city of Norfolk. The Norfolk
Navy Yard, which any U. S. sailor
knows, is up the Elizabeth River
from =Norfolk, could not be defended by the handful of Navy
men available. The Virginians
used a ruse to get the Navy to
evacuate the Yard. Running past
the Yard is the railroad from
Portsmouth to Norfolk. The Virginians loaded their few soldiers
on a train, ran the train over the
bridge where the Navy men
could see them. The Virginians
clung to the sides of the cars as if
the cars were chocked full of
soldiers. Soon the train returned
from Norfolk . with the soldiers
hidden Inside the cars- Again and

TEMPER
Always remember that when
you are in the right you can afford to keep your temper and
when you are in the wrong you
cannot afford to louse it.
—J. J. Reynolds
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Special Rog Ratios

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON
PHONE 7.u1

Tho

Feed Your Hogs

We have complete stocks

A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

I Browder Milliag Co.
Fulton, KY

Greenfield Monument Works
In OperaUon 61 Tears

morning.
Railroad activities in this section have been picking up in recent months, as stimulus is gained
from defence efforts throughout
the nation. Local railroad employees are working steadily and
there has been an uplift in payroll
on the Illinois Central system

again the train made the trip, and
soon the Navy men were sure that
Norfolk would be so strongly held
by Secessionists that the U. S.
Navy men would be captured. The
Navy men did some damage to
the buildings, burned a ship .
the Merrimac . . . and left in a
hurry for Ft. Monroe.
Virginians entered the Yard,
where they found the Merrimac
sunken, but still usable. It became the first iron-clad ship.
They also found great stores of
seasoned ship timbers, • great
number of cannon "3,500 to 4,000"
said the newspapers, with some
exaggeration. There was a "million pounds of powder, most of it
the large-grained kind suitable
for heavy guns. Virginia needed
powder, it all saw use during the
Battle of Bull Run that July.
The ship "Star of the West"
was captured by Texas soldiers in
Galveston. The Texas soldiers, a
company of 90 under Capt. Van
Buren, treateel the men kindly
and sent them home The Texans
further amazed the sailors by
paying them their wages which amounted to 81,800.

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons'
FULTON
CALI. 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS

fIFTELD:
Al) 1-2293

(0reenfleid, Tenn

The Jackson Purchase Track
and Field meet will be held at
Murray Saturday.
Contestants
from Fulton will be William Cannon, W..L Dunning, Billie Hassell,
Fred Hassell, David Holloway,
Hugh Mac McClellan, Joe Treas,
Dick Meacham, Billie Reed, Johnny Sharp, Joe Browder Williams
and Edward Willingham.

100 Years Ago This Week
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By William Ii. McHenry
Fourth week In April
The bombardment of Ft. Sumter - by South Carolina troops has
divided the history of the United
States. We have 'before Sumter"
and "after Sumter", but still, there
was another three months before
there would be the first big battle of the Civil War.
The time between Sumter and
Bull Run was a time of confusion,
a cold-war time during which
business went on almost as usual,
with people taking sides, but
everyone hopeful that a full-scale
shooting war would never happen
between the North and the South.
Just before Sumter as ardent a
secessionist as Cobb of Georgia
said that there would be no war
. . . but he added: "Unless some
act of idiocy by either the North
or the South sets off such a war."
Sumter and its surrender by
Anderson and his less than a hundred U. S. soldiers served to
clarify the thinking of millions
of people. Lincoln said the nation
was faced with insurrection and
asked for 5,000 volunteers for a
period of three months.
Virginia seceded on the 17th. of
April. For some months . . . ever
since the John Brown affair, the
men of Virginia had been busy
forming companies of soldiers. By
April 30 of that year of 1861, Governor Letcher of Virginia had
been offered a total of 65,000
troops. So many cavalry companies had offered their services that
the State had been obliged to turn
them down. So many men would
not be needed! Nor was there
equipment for them!
Gov. Letcher noted that there
were few soldiers volunteering
from the Northwestern part of
the state of Virginia. (What is
now West Virginia.) However,
said Letcher: "Good men are coming from the extreme Southwest!"
The Ft. Sumter garrison went
home to the North .. except those

who chose to join the Confederacy. Some of the men preferred
the South. Ft. Sumter's paymaster,
Major Nutter, resigned his commission in the U. S. army and
took a similar position with the
Virginia State troops.
Other U. S. Army officers were
resigning and "going South". Almost three hundred out of a
thousand officers would go to the
Confederacy from the regular
U. S. army before the fighting
was over.
Sumter had been a questionpoint in the mind of the South/
since the secession of South Carolina in December, 1860. Now that
Sumter was taken, everyone in
the State could return to work.
Said the papers: "The mailmen
returned to their work . . . after
Sumter there was a great deliverance of mail in South Carolina." (Using mostly U. S. stamps!)
Immediately after the secession
of Virginia, April 17, there was a
movement of U. S. army men
from the State. Harper's Ferry
and its rifle-making machinery
was left to the South on the 18th.
Union soldiers fired the buildings,
but the Virginia troops arrived in
time to save the most important
machinery. The machines were
soon moved to Richmond where
they were installed in the Tredegar Iron Works where they would
make guns for the Confederacy
during the next four years.
Confederate
soldiers stopped
the train to Washington as it ran
through Harper's Ferry. "Got anybody aboard?" they asked the
conductor.
"Just an old duffer who's been
asleep all the way."
The soldiers awakened the old
duffer who identified himself as
being General Harney, one of the
top-ranking officers of the U..S.
army. Harney was arrested, sent
to Richmond under guard, and at
first was considered a prisoner of

NEW, IN THE BARNYARD! It's the farmer's newest
"hired hand",—the Farm Interphone. If you farm and
want to save time, effort and money, you'll bc interested
in this completely new telephone system that gives you
both regular telephone service and intercom service from
various locations around your farm. With the Farm Interphone you can take and make calls from work areas, talk
on-the-spot with people in the house and other buildings,
monitor sounds around the farm—and do many more
things than we have room to list! We'll be glad to give
you all the details if you'll drop by our business office.
•

•

•

•

*

•

Ban
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"He said not to
interrupt him unless
it was a moiler of life
and death. now,
Sir, are you olive
or deed?"

WHAT'S COOKIN'? ... For Mom, 1,092 meals a year.
And maybe 55,000 meals in a lifetime! For the woman
who has to prepare those meals, convenience means a
lot! Here's a suggestion for a kitchen help that'll save a
lot of time and steps, give pleasure, too. Why not get a
kitchen extension phone—a wall phone that's out of the
way of all the doin' and fixin' but always at hand when
it rings, or when you need to make a call. Just call us to
order your kitchen extension in your favorite color.
• • •

SPEAKING OF EXTENSIONS, here's another way you
can get one--just ask any Installer-Repairman you happen
to see in the neighborhood. He'll be happy to install handy
extension phones wherever you need them.
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The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Those who missed the "Miss Jaycee" Contest last
Friday night really missed seeing a lot of beauty, both
in the forty-five lovely girls and in their beautiful formal dresses. Of course, the hit of the whole show was the
gorgeous white satin ballerina length formal worn by
the candidate from "George's Hash House", "Miss Betty Jean" Forrest. The lovely young "girl" also appeared in a striking black and white printed bathing suit,
black patent heels and a large straw beach hat. (We
thought Billy Joe played the part quite well!!)
Seriously though, many of the
girls had lovely dresses and all
of them looked very pretty. The
queen, Miss Sharrye Johnson, had
one of the most eye-catching
dresses because of its simplicity.
It was a white, floor-length dress
made of taffeta with • draped organza-over-taffeta bodice. She also wore white heels and white formal glove..
The first maid, Miss Chan Coyinaion, and the second maid, Miss
Linda Thorpe, also wore white

floor-length formals. Chan's was
white organza and net ruffles over
taffeta and it was trimmed with
o. nid Velvet ribbon. Linda's was
white lace and net tiers over taffeta. Both girls also wore white
heels and long white gloves.
Miss Sandra Stephens, one of
the top twenty-five finalists, wore
a
beautiful mint green floorlength formal which caught the
attention of many in the auditorium. It was made of organza
and net over taffeta and had embroidered organza panels down
one aide She wore white heels
and mint green formal gloves.

out over a field of forty-five of
Fulton and South Fulton's loveliest girls, was officially crowned
"Miss Jaycee of 1961" at the annual beauty revue held Friday
night at the South Fulton auditorium. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Johnson of Water Valley and is a sophomore at
Fulton High SchooL
Her attendants are Miss Chan
Covington, First Maid, and Miss
Linda Thorpe, Second Maid.&an,
a senior at Fulton Hies, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs John
Covington of Second Street. She
has been a member of the cheerleading squad for four years.
Linda, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Thorpe of South Fulton,
is a sophomore at South Fulton
High and is a member of the
Devilette Basketball team.
Seven other lovely girls reached the top ten finalist division
They were: Miss Darlene Bennett
of South Fulton High, Miss Joyce
Owens of Fulton High, Miss Delores Myers of Hickman County
High, Miss Ann Bowers of Fulton
High. Miss Carrot Schrader of
South Fultbn High, Miss Elaine
Beggs of Fulton High, and Miss
Sandra Toon of South Fulton
High.
Five out-of-town judges selected the top twenty-five, then eliminated all but ten of them and after talking with each of he ten,
chose the top three. Miss Nancy
Dame, "Miss Jaycee of 1960" presented the trophies and crowned
her successor.

rival and cold drinks were served
during the evening.
All proceeds from the party will
go to the Fulton Kindergarten, a
project of the department.
Fellowship Hall at the First
Baptist Church was the setting for
a lovely miscellaneous shower
given Mrs. Larry Sullivan, nee
Jill Edwards, last week. The hostesses were Mrs. Robert Stephenson. Miss Scarlet Turner, Miss
Elaine Beggs and Miss Clets
Beggs. Mrs. Sullivan received
many nice gifts from the thirtysix guests present. Fifteen others
also sent gifts.
Superintendent W. L. Holland
has announced that the graduating class at Fulton High School
has fourteen seniors who will wear
the gold cord, significant of an
Honor Graduate, this year. All
have earned at least a "B" average for their four years of high
school.
The fourteen honored seniors
and their point standings are as
follows: Dortha Duke, 2.91891;
Ophelia Speight, 2 90243; Mike
Walker, 2.84210; Thomas CarneY,
2.78125; Karen Dublin, 2.71428;
Bobby Hancock, 2.66666; Carl
Hurst, 2.58333; Hal Warren, 2_55882; Sandra Williams, 2.41463;
Chan Covington, 2.36111. Lynn
Bushart, 2.23800; Charles Rice, 2.19444; Judy Moore, 2.17500; Susan Stokes, 2.08333.
The class median point standing
was 1.59375.

Four young women of the Paris
District have been chosen to go
Miss Kelly Hearn, and Miss
on
the Methodist Educational
Brenda Brockwell,
both from
Tour, June 4 through June 7. The
South Fulton, had on lovely dressfour—Marilyn Kay Mann, Paris,
es. Kelly's was an orchid floorTennessee; Linda Lou Wheeling,
length formal with organza rufRoute 1, Martin: Wanda Sue
fles over taffeta. Brenda's was
Brandon,
Route 3, Hazel, Kenblue embroidered organza over
tucky; Kitty Wray. Gleason, Tentaffeta, also floor-length.
nessee—will travel by chartered
Miss Elaine Beggs, one of the
bus to many Methodist points of
top ten finalist, was wearing a
Interest such as Wesley House.
Mrs. Elvis Babb. Miss Patsy Bethlehem Center and the Methowhite floor-length dress composed
of lace tiers over taffeta. Miss Babb, Miss Bonnie Usrey and Mrs. dist Hospital in Memphis; Board
Martha DeMyer also had on • J. B. Lee were the hostesses for a of Education, Methodist Publishlovely formal with blue-green or- linen shower honoring popular ing House, Scarrit College, the
ganza and white lace tiers over bride-elect Miss Nancy Dame. The Upper Room and the Methodist
event was held in the home of --Bookstore in Nashville. They will
blue-green taffeta.
We only wish we could describe Mrs. Babb on Tuesday April 18. also take several sight-seeing
Miss Dame, dressed in a lovely trips.
all the other lovely dresses in the
Four adult counselors including
pageant. but since that is practi- pink embroidered sheath dress
cally impossible. we would just with black acces.sories, was given a director, a nurse, a dietician and
a
corsage
of
pink
camillias
a
by
the
business manager will travel
like to say that they were all
beautiful and that we here in the hostesses She also received many with the group which will also inchide eight young women from the
twin-cities are proud of all the nice gifts from the thirty guests.
Refreshments consisting of nuts, Memphis District.
lovely girls in our midst.
mints, cakes and Cokes were serAlternates to the local girls are
Miss Sharrye Johnson, winning
ved from a beautifully decorated Sherry Bingham of Martin and
table covered with white lace over Kelly Reams of Route 3, Fulton.
pink and centered with pink
Complete Line
At the final meeting of the
variegated tulips and candles.
school year, the West Fulton P-TA
iioarina Aid Batteries
Mrs. Glenn Veneklasen was installed its new officers for the
Poe all m•Ite', of he•rtne aids! elected chairman for the corning coming year. These include Mrs.
t tan our Hearing Aid Depart
year at the regular monthly meet- Don Sensing, president; Mrs. Lonnests at your first opportunity
ing of the Drama and Literature nie Roper, vice president; Mrs.
Department of the Fulton Wo— ITY DRUG CO.
man's Club last week. Other ofI sae .,treet
ficers selected were Mrs. R. 0.
Phooe 75
•••••••••••••••••/
Brown, vice chairman: Mrs. James
Green, secretary and Mrs. A. B.
Roberts. treasurer.
Mrs. E E. Mount presented an
NOTICE: Car Ovri;e;s1 interesting program, "What Art
Has
Meant To Me" and displayed
BUY YOUR SEAT
a number of her paintings before
COVERS at
the group
The date of the annual "Evening of Music" has been changed
from May Ito Friday, May 5. The
program will be presented by the
Music Department of the Fulton
Woman's Club, at the clubhouse
It will begin at 7:30 p. m. The
public is cordially invited to attend
this
always-entertaining
event
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Reginald Williamson, second vice
president; Mrs. E R. Hefley, secretary; and Mrs. L. M. McBride,
treasurer.
During the business meeting, it
was reported that the plans which
the group made to improve the
teacher's lounge at the high school
have been partially completed
with the purchase of a rug and
chairs and the donation of a
couch.
Miss Katherine Williamson of
Terry-Norman presented the program on "Vacation Plans". She
took the group on an imaginary
tour of intreesting vacation spots
in Kentucky.
Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz was
selected to serve as president of
the Fulton High Band Parents
Club next year. She was chosen
at the final meeting of the school
year held last week Other officers are: Mrs. Kenneth Turner,
vice president; Mrs. Cecil Bolin,
secretary; Mrs. W. H. Wells, trea-

Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

Phone 181

tcrtalk
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cah, chairman of the Purchase
District UCW, was present as a
guest speaker. She gave an interesting explanation of the organization, its purpose and accomplishments derived for united strength.
The American Legion Auxiliary
met Tuesday night, April 16, in
the home of Mrs. Paul Hombeak,
with Mrs. Phil l'arker as co-hostess.
During the business session, a
nominating committee was selected to name officers for the coming year. A report of the District
Conference held in Murray, Kentucky was given by Mrs. Nannie
Austin and Mrs. J. D. Simpson.
An interesting program on Child
Welfare was presented by Mrs.
Joe Holland.
Following the program, a delicious salad plate and coffee were
served by the hostesses.

In other action taken at the
meeting, the organization voted to
supply transportaion for thirtyseven band
members to the
World's Biggest Fish Fry at Paris,
Tennessee, on Friday, April 28.
The band will march in the parade there.

FELLOWSHIP DAY MAY 5
Everyone is invited to attend
the May Fellowship Day Observance, Friday May 5, at 10 a. in.
at the Episcopal Church on Vine
Street Extension. The program is
sponsored by the local United
Church Women,

Rev. and Mrs. W. 0. Beard are
attending the General Assembly
of Christian Churches at Hopkinsville this week. Several other
members attended on Wednesday
for the annual business session.
the CWF luncheon and a talk,
"The Breastplates of Faith and
Helmets of Hope", given by Dr.
Howard E. Shorts.

Barbara Ann Griffin
Weds Jackie Warren
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffith,
Route 1, Dukedom, Tennessee, are
announcing the marriage of their
daughter, Barbara Ann, to William Thomas (Jackie) Warren, son
of Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd Warren of Lynnville, Kentucky. The
wedding vows were exchanged at
the home of the bride's parents at
5:00 p. m. Friday, April 7, 1961.
Rev. James Holt, pastor of New
Salem Baptist Church, officiated.
Miss Brenda Puckett of Palrnersville and Dan Morris of Lynnville
were the only attendants.
The couple are making their
home in Dukedom.
COUNTIANS BUYING BONDS
Sales of Series E and H Savings
Bonds in Fulton County during
March amounted to $42,893. The
county's 1961 goal is $322,300 and
the cumulative sales for the first
three months total $101,993 or 31.6 per cent.
Let's Keep Growing

Davy Davco says:
Every granule of DAVCO 301.•
complete unit ... an "atom" of
fertilizer. This means that you can't
overfertilize one part of your land
and underfertilize another. DAVCO
3G gives you even results
for even profits.

A coffee at the home of Mrs. L.
P. Carney on Jackson Street,
April 19, was the scene of an interesting meeting of the United
Church Women's Council.
Mrs John McKnight of Padu-

BROWDER MILLING COMPANY, INC.
PHONE 900

FULTON, KY.
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$2.85
4.55
PINT
FIFTH
90 Proof, 6 sears old

HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC., 11.11)VOWN

NELSON COUNTY
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Seven members and one visitor
were present at the recent meeting of the Fulton Library Board
in the home of Mrs. Ernest Fall,
Jr Plans were made for activities
and publicity campaigns during
National library Week The group
also decided to attend a meeting
of the Kentucky Library Trustees
Association at Paducah on April
30, with long range plans of corning into a regional library.
The recent Junior Woman's Club
annual benefit card party was a
success with a large crowd present. Many beautiful prizes, donated by several local merchants,
were given both as door prizes
and as prizes in the card games.
Mrs James Green was the lucky
winner of the Kolinsky fur-piece.
Dessert and coffee were served
the many guests upon their ar-
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a glass
of beer
is many
things
to Kentucky

means
pleasant refreshment all
Over Kentucky And it also
means an annual payroll
of $53.000,000 for Kentucty
people ... one of our
. This money
state's I

goes to buy Karnes, inn&
clothing. pay for education,
community contributions,
etc. — benefiting every
level of community lila.

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a formula lite this— with extra potency to support a poeitive sense
of well-being and menial alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitemin•mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

SNTUC MY DIVISION
ILL 11111WINS ASSOCIATION,INC.
:Anil. LS

GERIATRIC
capsules
4:Pree

ain

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

There's nfl is like one of these Jet-smooth Chevrolets to fit
into your
summer travel plans. They're built to take
long trips in stride—from the special brand of "git" they've
got under the hood (choose from 26 engine-transmission hookups designed to please the most persnickety
—
driving foot) to the cave-sized totin' area in the rear
(the tailgate opening on that wagon measures nearly
6 feet across). And every gentle riding Jet-smooth

model brings you Body by Fisher features you won't find in
any other car in Chevrolet's field—wide stroke parallel action
windshield wipers, convenient crank-operated ventipanes,
one key
that fits all locks. No wonder more people are
buying Chevrolets than any other make! And right
now—with things brightening up all over the landyou couldn't pick a better time to drop in and check
the beautiful buys that are
•
blossoming out at
your dealer's.

See all the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's One-Stop Shopping Center

TAYLOR CHEVROLET-BUICK, INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

Phoss 3$ $0
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GRACIOUS. GRANDMA!
The Cuba High School auditorium will be the setting for the
Cuba Senior Play on Friday night.
April 28, all:00 p, in. The threeact comedy "Good
Gracious
Grandma", written by Keane Williamson will have a cast of eight
Cuba High seniors. The public is
remodeled
beautifully
Four
cordially invited.
kitchens in the Fulton area will
be visited by interested citizens
on Tuesday, May 2, beginning at
SECOND VEEP!
At the annual nireling of the
1:00 p. m. The tour is in connection with the Kitchen Improve- West Kentucky Funeral Directors
ment Program sponsored by the Astaiciation, held in Paducah last
Home Management Department week James Needham, Fulton
of the University of Kentucky. A funeral director, was elected sectotal of 34 kitchens In Fulton ond vice president The new ofCounty have been entered in the ficers were installed at a banquet
contest.
that night.
Those to be visited on May 3
include the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pax Up, Clean Up
W. B. Sowell on the Middle Road,
the home of Mr and Mrs. Charles
Powell on State Line Road: the
Golden Medalion home of WOPEN - 8:45 - PHONIC 12
and Mrs. Charles Moon on High
way 1219; the home of Mr and
Mrs. H. G. Butler an Highs:xi,
1219.
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Kitchen Tour
Will Visit Four
County Homes

Bands, Queens, Paraders Signal
Clean-Up,Paint-Up Week In Fulton
The big Clean-Uri, Fix-Up. PaintUp Parade last Saturday, featuring group after group of little
"street sweepers' and "painters",
was a huge success and was viewed by a large crowd of Fultonians
and visitors. The parade followed
a route stretching from the Park
Terrace down Broadway to East
State Line, on to Browder Mill,
across the railroad and on down
Lake Street, down to Fourth
Street, and on up to the corner of
Fourth and Eddings, where it cliss
banded.
The parade was led by the Fulton and South Fulton police cars
and the Fulton fire truck. A long
line of floats, trucks, marching
units and convertibles followed.
The "street sweepers" and "painters"
above
mentioned
were
brownie and cub scout packs and
young school children. They depicted the theme of the parade.
The much-improved
Fulton
High School band, with thirtyfive members, marched and played several peppy numbers. The
Miles High School band of Union
City was also in the parade.
Riding in one of the official
cars was the new "Miss Jaycee",
Miss Sharrye Johnson. ALso in the
Queen's car was the undisputed hit
of the Jaycee Beauty Revue,"Miss
Betty Jean Forrest" alias Billy
Joe Forrest. "She" wore a lovely
white satin formal and a gorgeous
blonde wig.
The first maid, Miss Chan Covington ,and the second maid, Miss

Linda Thorpe. also rode in convertibles following the Queens car.
were several lovely
There
floats, including those entered by
the Chamber of Commerce. the
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company': the
Ferry-Morse Seed Company, Kellena's Hat Shop and others. One
float which received a lot of attention was the one entered by
Puckett's Service Station.

Mt. Moriah Community'
By Mrs Marian Milam
Our community extends sympathy to the family of Ulysses
Harris who passed away on Tuesday.
A Hen Party was given in the
home of Mrs. Clifton Stevens this
past week. A good time was had
attended.
.
by all who
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Bennett
attended church at Boaz Chapel
Sunday. Lunch was spread after
church and was enjoyed by all.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison had
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Joe Erwin on last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Himes of Rives
were Monday night visitors of
Bro. and Mrs. Roy Milner.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Odgen
and family to this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Fry and
boys had supper with their parents Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison
on Friday evening.
Make your plans to come and be
with us on May 28 at the Ruthville Home-Coming. Bro. Tom
Duncan will bring the message in
the morning and the Fellowship
Quartet will be the featured
group in the afternoon. Dinner
will be served at the noon hour.

MISS OPHELIA SPEIGHT
Salutatorian

MISS DORTHA DUKE
Valedictorian

(Continued from Pate 1)
terested in commerce and will attend Draughon's Business School
in Memphis starting in June.
Ophelia Speight, who was chosen
as Salutatorian with a point
standing of 2.90243 ,is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speight
of 303 Fourth Street. She began
receiving scholastic honors at her
eighth grade graduation when
she received the American Legion
Award.
During her four years of high
school, she has won three monograms and is now working on the
fourth, and she has also earned
the FHA Award_ She has held the
class office of secretary-treasurer
during her freshman, junior and
senior years. In her junior year.
she was selected as the girl "Most
Likely To Succeed", and in the
Senior Who's-Who, she was chosen
as "Most Talented".
Ophelia's beauty has also earned her several honors such as being her class's candidate for "Miss
FHS" during her freshman, junior
and senior years and being chosen
as senior candidate for HomeUnion
201 OWNMe WERE
THANKS AND PLEASE!
coming Queen this year. She also
Gal; reg. $6.11
—85.25
May 11 is the date set for the was elected "Miss VHS" this year
twin-cities area Tourist Courtesy by a large majority.
.. 825.00
Gal: Reg 928.50
School to be held at the Chamber
Ophelia has been drum majorof Commerce here in Fulton. Mrs. ette for the Fulton High Band for
SOUTHERN STATES
Barbara Drake is in charge of the three years. She is also a member
school. The school is for any twin- of the VHS chorus and is presiFulton Co-Operative
cities resident especially motel, dent of the newly-formed Band
Central Ave; South Fulton
restaurant, service station and Council. She is a piano student of
taxi owners.
Mrs. Steve Wiley and received the
rating of Superior at the Paducah
Music Festival.
Ophelia holds several offices,
both at school and at her church.
She is president of the Future
Nurses Club, secretary of the NaMINUTES OF
tional Honor Society, member of
the Quill and Scroll, copy editor of
the KENNEL and phography editor of the annual. She is also president of her Sunday School class
at -the First Baptist Church and
pianist for the primary department.
Ophelia plans to attend either
1
4
THE FAR:111Th/
the University of Kentucky or
SHOULD NOT TAKE
Memphis State University and major in medical technologY.
THE RISK WHEN
Mike Walker, son of Mr. and
HAIL INSURANCE
COSTS SO LITTLE

White Paint Salo

5

HAIL

CAN DESTROY
YOUR CROPS!

Food Your Hogs

Buy
Crop-Hall Insurance
Atkins, Beams and Taylor
208 Main Street

Fulton

BIOWDEll'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

WEEK END SPECIALS!
Boy's Short Sleeve Shirts .... 97c
Ladies Summer Skirts ..... $2.99
Ladies Blouses . . . . . $1.99
Ladies Panties ... 2 Pairs ....99c
80 Square Prints ..3 Yards.. $1.00
Drip-Dry Prints . .. . 2 Yards 99c

KASNOW'S
448 -52 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

Mrs. Jess Walker of Route 3, Fulton, took third place honors with
a point standing of 2.84210, Mike,
a transfer student from Dubuque,
Iowa, has ben at VHS for two
years. He has become well-known
not only for his scholastic standing but also for his athletic ability. He has lettered in football both
years here at Fulton High and
was considered one of the best
guards on this year's Bulldog
team.
Mike's high school activities include the KENNEL (business manager), the annual, the Quill and
Scroll, National Honor Society, the
4-H Club and the Conservation
Club. He is also the business manager of the senior class and was
chosen for "Leadership"-.in the
Senior Who's-Who. He has already won one monogram and is
working on his second. He is the
Class Grumbler and will state his
"opinions" of his classmates on
Class Night.
Mike's hobbies and favorite subjects, all dealing with science and
mathematics in some way, lead
up to his future ambition, to be
an aeronautical or Propulsion engineer. He is very interested in
rockets and satellites.
Mike is undecided about college,
but is planning to go to either
Georgia Tech or UTMB on the coop plan.

MIKE WALKER
Honors Day Speaker

FULTON

FULTON HIGH SCHOOL
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Now Thru Saturday

"Bulldogs"
1941
Mayfield. Ky • (T)
Sept. 1
Sharon Tenn. (H)
Sept. 8
Martin, Tenn. (H)
Sept. 15
Providence, Ky.(T)
Sept 22
Murray, Ky. cri
Sept. 29
Oct. 6 (Home Coming)
Newbern, Tenn. (H)
Greenfield, Tenn. (H)
Oct. 13
Oct. 20 .. Morganfield. Ky. (T)
Oct. 26 South Fulton, Tenn.(H) ,
Nov
3 Trigg County, Ky. (T)
Home game time 7:45 P. M.

Stephens Trial
Is Be-Scheduled
McCracken County Judge Roy
Stewart postponed the examining
trial of Mrs Violet Stephens and
Raymond Turner who are accused
of_ conspiring for the murder of
Mrs. Stephens' husband in March.
The trial has been nscheduled for
June 12.
Judge Stewart said that County
Attorney W Pelham McMurray
asked
the postponement in
order to conduct further investigations in the brutal murder.

Dr. Nelson Joins STEVEREI
Hillview Hospital 1RE WdHI
WARM°
As Part Owner

I

Dr. Andrew P. Nelson
of
Sparta. Tennessee, has purchased
an interest in Hillview Hospital
and will be associated with the
hospital beginning May 1. Dr
Nelson will be a partner with Dr
John W- Ragsdale.
He and his wife and six-year
old daughter will arrive in Fulton
on Friday and have rented the
Milton Steele ranch style home
on the Martin Highway.
Dr Nelson is a native of Murfeesboro. Tennessee. and was raised in Sparta, Tennessee. He received his degree in pharmacs
from UT in Memphis in 1949 and
did his pre-nied work at Vanderbilt. He graduated from the UT
Medical School in January, 1900
and recently comp
completed his intern ship at John Gaston Hospital
memphis.

"We are facing the greatest
crisis in the history of our country". This statement was made byl
George Sister. promotions editor of'
the Memphis Commercial Appeal
in a speech before-the members
the Fulton Rotary Club this week
Besides evpla ming to the group
about the dangars of Communism
In this country and the rapid increase of world tension and trouble, Mr. Sister also showed a film
presenting the history of Communism and the progress it hi,
. made since the days of Lenin.
' Mr. Sister also appeared before
the students of Can- Junior High'
and Fulton High School on Wednesday morning and spoke on this
same subject. He was presented
through the efforts of the Rotary
Club.

IN NURSING HOME
Mr. A. it. Murchison, a 79 year
old former resident of Fulton is in
Georgian Court Nursing Home.
626 East Grand .Blvd., Detroit 7,
Michigan.

PAUSLOPI INNS mt

THE HAPPIEST HAPPENINGS!

A IMLAY Get I / MOM 11011
DONALD
GUNN

FORD•O'CONNOR
CAIN FOR

Merryman and Fry Appliances,
announced this week that Jimmy
Lawrence, Radio and TV technician is now employed at their Ful1 ton store. Lawrence was formerly
associated with the firm at their
store in Mann. Tenn.
Lawrence is a graduate of 1JEL
in Louisville and has nine years
experience in TV service work.
He holds a second-class comrnercal license. He is the only RCAfactorytrained Color TV technician in the Fulton trade area, the
firm statist.
BIG FISHES!
The "World's Biggest Fish Fry"
Parade in Paris, Tennessee, this
Friday will contain two entries
from Fulton. The Fulton High
School Band, under the direction
of Mrs. Bonnie Hernon: will
march and play and the 40 & 8
train will also appear.
Good temper, like a sunny day
sheds a ray of brightness over
everything; it is the sweetener of
toil and the soother of disquietude!
—Washington Irving

White Hemmed

PILLOW CASES
2 for 69c

BENNETT

ELECTRIC

All Spring and
Summer

tIAPPV

Wide Selection of

SUMMER SKIRTS

LADIES HATS
$1.00 ea.

Newest Colors.

Ladies

Pleated and Gathered Styles
and Drip-Dry Material too!

SLIM SINS

Regular $3.99

LADIES BRA'S

All Sizes

88c

NOW $1.99

99c

— — SPECIAL COUPON VALUE — —
Ladies Knit

Children s

T-SHIRTS

Stone Wear

Ideal to Wear with

SHORT SETS

"Ironer," Kangaroo.
Pouch"
PAD A COVER SET

Shorts

First quality pad &
cover with exclusive
KANGAROO POC('H
for storing ironing atcesisories at instant fingertip reach . . sprinkler bottle, needles,
thread. Scorch-resistant fire-proof
silicone pad. Buy now at below
regular cost
Supply Is Limited .? to a Customer
REGULARLY $1.50 SAVE itle

BRING THIS COUPON!
One Large Rack of
Spring and Summer

DRESSES
$2.00 ea.
Another Rack at

$3.00 ea.

a Pampa
aimerfts amo.•
low down paymest._.=
ib.
6- 16"
and Retry Terms —

The date of the popular Junio:
Fishing Rodeo, sponsored by the
Jaycees and the Pepsi Cola Rotfling Company, has been changed
from May 20 to May 27 due to a
conflict in times Many wonderful
prizes are being offered.

CLEAN OUT SALE!
Reg. $1.00 & $1.50

Lawrence Joins Firm
As TV Technician

S

unday Thru Wednesday

WAIT AWHILE!

Editor Reports
Country In Grave
Worldwide Peril

"lie

Sleeveless and
Short Sleeve

88c

WITH

HALF SLIPS

SLIPS
lon
Cotton Itlend

COUPON

$1.77

ALL
SPRING AND SUMMER

LADIES SUITS
On Sale at Only

$5.00

Ladies

Proportioned
Dacron

sizes 7 - 14

2 Pcs. for $1.69

Ladies

69c

2 to 6x

2 Pcs. for $1.00

100'; Cotton
All Sites

88c
Double Crotch

TRAINING PANTS
Soft Downy Cotton
Reg. 4 pair for $1.00

Now 8-Pr. for $1.00

&S COMPANY
LAKE STREET
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ORGAN MELODIES!

HOSPITAL NEWS

Wayne Chapman, outstanding
artist at the Hammond Organ, will
be in Fulton at the Carr Audiorturn on Friday, April 28, at 9:00
The..following persons were
a. m. Ile will be here in connecpatients in the Fulton hospitals on
tion with the Southern Assemblies
Wednesday morning.
Programs to which the school subscribes He will have his full-sized
FULTON HOSPITAL
electric organ with him. AdmisEarl Craddock, Mrs. Sam Woodsion to the concert is fifteen cents son,
Mrs. J It Barclay. R. B. Alper person.
len, James McDaniel, Artie Robey,
Mrs. Mike Fry and Mrs. Cantle
Felts all of Fulton; Mrs. Also
Let's Keep Growing
Hicks and Mrs. Harold Beard both
of Fulton. Route I; Mrs. 'Amine
Rushing, South Fulton; Louis
Burke Fulton Route 3; Voris
Clark, Wingo Route I; Mrs. Arlie
Batts and Mrs L B. Graham both
of Crutchfield; Mrs. M. L. Crooks,
Clinton Route 3, Mrs. Lyndall
Hicks, Water Valley Route I. Mrs.
Durrell Terrell, Martin Route 3;
Louis Hornsby, Hickman; Neeley
Rogers, Mayfield.

guranteed income
esday
WITTI
FT!

When you"re i•abled. merfl•
Cal rapenses pile on top of
regular ripenses ... if you
die. Ma family must go oa
without you ... wheo you nir
lire, you need income Hoke
sure of security at all these
nines. nub BMA'. Guaranteed Income Plan. It's oso
poltry --- one low premium.
lind out torla• by calling
yutu DMA repine.inause.

TOMMIE BYNUM
Special Represestative
UNION CITY. TENN.
PHONE TU 1-142.11

IOR
MEN mars miniela
imes06,11.41111•116

T77-:

HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Russell Boaz, Lester Brown,
Blaine Mitchell, Phillip Wiley and
Jesse Spinks all of Fulton; Mrs.
Mac Weeks, South Fulton; Henson Jones, Fulton Route 3; Chester Bennett, Dukedom, Mrs Fills
Bizzle, Water Valley; John Williford, Wingo, Mrs. .1. T. Simpson,
Martin Route 3, Mrs. William
Campbell, Paducah.

HIGHWAY FUNDS—
er Paul Brannan and III)W Civil
War Coordinator at the same $12,000 a year salary, received a cut
of $44,926 average per year.
The home county of former
Highway
Commissioner
Earle
Clements, fared much better under Chandler than under Combs,
with the average 1956-1960 road
expenditures amounting to $166,628 and the 1960-1961 $114,992.
Warren County, home of CombsWyatt
campaign
co-chairman
David Francis, got an average
$52,565 annual cut in road funds.
In the first district, whose slim
majority for favorite son Harry
Lee Waterfield, contributed greatly to the Combs-Wyatt victory,
only six counties have received
higher road money appropriations.
They are Caldwell with an $19,042 increase; Graves with a slim
$6,383 increase. While the increase in Graves County can be
termed slim the overall appropriation is generous with $245,998 per
year during the Chandler Adrninistration and $252,281 for the
next fiscal year Other counties
receiving an increase are Livingston, $16,898; Logan, $271,531;
Todd, $26,120 and Trigg, $57,657.
Even with the lop-sided cutback
and increases in Hickman and
Logan counties respectively the
First District road funds have
been sharply cut.

JAYCEE PEPSI JUNIOR FISHING
RODEO ENTRY BLANK
(Only Children 6 Through 12 Years Eligible)
Please enter my name to compete in the Jaycee
Pepsi Junior Fishing Rodeo, May 27, at Pepsi-Cola
Bottling Company Lake. I agree to abide by the
rules and decisions of the officials.

Street
State

City
Phone
MY AGE IS:

(Entry Not Complete If

Age Is Omitted.)

Mail Entry to:
JAYCEE

JUNIOR

PEPSI

RODEO

FISHING

L.rrn.E

JONES HOSPITAL
John Worley, Mrs. Ida Craig,
Fred Collier, Mrs Came Estes,
Mrs. Bertha Stephens and Lon
Jamison all of Fulton; Charles
Singleton, Mrs Gordon Rose and
D. L Mayhall all of Water Valley;
Ben Winston, Dukedom.

Cornell Rowland
Hillview Hospital
Fulton, Kentucky
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Entry Blank
FIRST CHRISTIAN—
Continued nue wog. Ow*
Bonet board of the Christian
Churches, which comprise the
largest American-born Protestant
communion. United Society offices are in Missions Building, Indianapolis, Ind. The KePPlee first
went to Mexico in 1930.
The CWF of the Christian
Church, under the leadership of
Mrs Earl Plumley, helps support
the missionary work of the
churches. This program will bring
before the church the importance
of missionary work. All families
and friends of the church are invited.

AGES 2 - 6
Contestants Name
Parents' Name

LEAGUE-

Date of Birth

FORMERLY

•

Grandparents' Name

DEATHS

'•

Mrs. Foster Butner
Mrs. Foster Butner passed away
at her home in Rosenburg, Oregon.
She will be remembered here as
the former Miss Carrie Nugent,
eldest daughter of the late Mr.
and Mrs. D. C. Nugent of the Palestine community. The Butner
family had been prominent residents of Rusenburg for many
years.
Funeral services and burial
were held in Itosenburg.
Her husband preceded her in
death several years ago.
Survivors include a daughter,
three sons, several grandchildren
and great grandchildren. Relatives
of the deceased in this area include a brother, Leslie Nugent,
Oliver Drive, South Fulton and
two nieces. Mrs. Warren Graham
and Dorcie Nugent of Fulton and
Mrs. Don Henry of Hickman.

les

oo!

It is my hope to see everyone personally to seek
your support and influence in this, my first bid for
public office.
I am asking you to give a young man a chance to
serve you. I think the demands of this office can be
served very well by the stamina and enthusiasm of
a young man. I believe my experience and qualifications fit me for this job.
I represent no clique or political faction and intend to serve everyone in the county impartially.

John Wilson Boshart, 92, retired
farmer, died at midnight April 23
in a Savannah. Tenn., hospital
follou mg a long illness. He was
the father of Mrs. Tyrus McKinney of South Fulton.
Survivors include nine daughters and one son.
Funeral services and burial were
at 2 p. ni April 25 at StantonvIlle,
Tenn.
PEACE OF MIND
All over the world people are
seeking peace of mind, but there
can be no peace of mind without
strength of mind.
—Eric B. Guticind

UM

$4.00
$2.30
51.30

SHERIFF OF FULTON CO.
Tuesday, May 23, 1961 Primary

ROAST

MORE
CHANGE BACK!

(With Coupon Below)

10 LBS.

79c
39c

L
BCALCU

BANANAS lb. 10c

1 BEETS

1

303 SIZE
4 CANS
LIBBYS

LIBBY'S CUT
303 CAN

10c

FREE! OVER $500 IN PRIZES

JOE CAMPBELL
candidate for

Mgr.

CABBAGE IL 5c

SOUTHERN STATES
Fulton Co-Operative
Central Avenue, Soolh Fulton

FULL QUART

SUGAR
Fruit Cocktail

• Four kinds of each to choose
from
• Liberal trade-in allowance

Hiram Walker Duality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon

FOAl

Wayne Emison,

OD STORES

John Wilson Boshart

ROTARY TILLERS
and
LAWN MOWERS

A. A. Brady. brother of Mrs. M.
L. McDade of Fulton. died April
20 at his home in Jackson, Tenn.
Funeral services were held April
21 at 4 p. in. at the Smith Funeral
Home in Jackson, with burial in
the family cemetery at Henderson,
Tenn.
Other survviors include his wife,

% Pint

11•=1

a son, James Brady of
Jackson
and a grandson, Harold of
Obion,
Tenn.

A. A. Brady
With little more than 3 weeks left until the Primary. I would like to take this means of writing to
you if I have not already contacted you personally.

U-TOTE-EM

0

..00

TON

STARLITE

Phone Number

0118M

1.00

SUPER-KEM - TONE
$5.35
GALLON

'-Fulton,

I Address

P. 0. Box 313

ton

Three Hurt In
Accident When
Car Hits Bank

SMALLMAN SHEET METAL

TINT TOT !REVUE

Mail to Fulton Jaycettes

WTS

The Fulton News, Thursday, April 27, 1961

Three area youths received serious injuries Saturday night when
their car went out of control and
slammed into a creek bank about
EXCHANGE
four miles east of Hickman, KenFurniture
Co.
tucky. Two of the youths live in
Phone 35
Fulton
the Walnut Log community and
one is from Memphis.
The boys, identified as Larry
Lee Basham, 17, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George B. Basham of Walnut
Fulton-Union City Highway
Log; Wayrnan Beard, 19, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Beard (at Wal- Wed., Thurs, Fri. Apr. 26, 27, 28
nut Log and Charles McQueen of
(Starts at 840)
Memphis, 24, son of Mr. and Mrs.
THE LOST WORLD
Raymond McQueen of Plymouth,
with Fernando Lamas
were taken to the Obion County
also starts at 7:00
General hospital and their conCAST A LONG SHADOW
dition was listed as "fair".
with Audie Murphy
Fulton County Sheriff M. El.
Saturday, April 29
"Red" Garrison said that when he
(Starts at 8:35)
arrived at the scene of the accident, the car was rammed into SLAUGHTER ON 10TH AVENUE
with Richard Egan
the creek bank and the Beard and
also starts at 7:00
McQueen youths were unconscious
TOUGHEST GUN IN
in the front seat. The Basham
youth had already returned to
TOMBSTONE
with George Montgomery
Hickman for help. The two were
taken to a Hickman doctor and
then rushed to the Union City Sun., Mon., Tues., and Wed. April
30, May 1, 2, and 3
hospital.
(Conttnued *cat Page One)
(Starts Sunday at 7:50, 9:20)
Basham was also taken to Union Starts
cost per week is forty-one and a
Mon.,'rues. and Wed at 830
half cents. Fact of the matter is City after he blacked out on his
TOMBOY AND THE CHAMP
that the number of children al- way back home.
also starts Mon., Tues. and Wed
tered should be divided Into the
at 7:20
per week cost and when one or
Cartoon Carnival
Fix Up, Clean Up
more are entered in the Program
the cost becomes less than the
price of one admission to the
movie.
Admission price will not be
charged for the individual games.
A patron's pass, is not an admis• GAS FURNACES INSTALLED
sion price, merely a contribution
• FURNACES CLEANED, REPAIRED
to the wholesome recreation of the
• LENNOX ALL ELECTRIC HEAT-PUMP
citizens of tomorrow.
Charlie Pawlukiewicz is presiFROM HEATING TO COOLING AUTOdent of the twin cities baseball
MATICALLY.
league and as the father of four
• GUTTERS — DOWN SPOUTS.
children knows the value of • organized creation for the comPhone 502 —
munity's youth. He asks your
Ky.
help!

Name
Number

.
S

Page 5

BE SURE AND REGISTER EVERY TIME YOU VISIT OUR STORE
MA—
Also Available in 6Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Hall Pints $1.50

SUGAR 10 LB. BAG
79c
With this coupon and $5 purchase
(Excluding Tobacco)

, a loan ON
00 Am/ SO Proof SloOlgal Begrime Whisk.

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.

I

50 FRET STAMPS
With this coupon and purchase of

FOUR LIGHT BULBS

Page 6
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GLADE
• AUSTIN SPRINGS • CHESTNUT
Harvey Vaughan •
Mrs.

Mrs. Canny Friel& •

Mrs. Jennie Johnson remains
very sick at this writing, at the
home of her sister Mrs. Hattie
Shephard, suffering some compligations that developed several
months ago.
Richard Lynn, young son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ruble Thomas was confined to his room last week suffering from a siege of scarlet
fever. The small children of Mr.
and Mrs James Roy Roberts, the
children of Mr. and Mrs. Almond
Blaylock, Ftosie and Wanda Chambers were victims also. Each are
improved and will re-enter Welch
Elementary school today (Monday).
Mr. Ed Frields is doing well
since his accident six months ago,
altho he remains in bed.
Mrs. Lucy Pettit is reported to
be about the same as for several
weeks, and children are remaining
at her bedside.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningham
and son George Ed, spent the past
weekend in Bowling Green attending the bedside of their son,
Robert Cunningham who was injured ten days ago while at work
with Bass Lumber Company. He
is resting some better at this writing. He is wearing a temporary
cast, later to get a permanent one.
Mrs. J. W. Bynum entertained
all the members of the Sunday
School class, of which her daughter Gloria Ann is a member, Sunday at her home. A nice dinner
was served and sorne outdoor
games were conducted. Each enjoyed the day in the Bynum home.
Mrs. Joe Westbrook fell at her
home a few weeks ago and suffered a rather bad sprain to her
wrist. We hope she will soon gain
better use of it.
In all simplicity, wedding vows

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT
With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

(Last Week)
During this National Library
week it is hoped that extra
thought will be given to library
service that is available to all people. In Wealcley County we are
fortunate in having library service that is serving the people in
each community. This is a good
time to express our appreciation
to the custodians of the library
service in each community in the
county, who care for the honks
and attempt to obtain any book
that anyone desires with no pay
except the pleasure that they enjoy in feeling that they have given
a worthwhile service to their
community. In the Chestnut Glade
Community Mrs. J. B. Nanney has
served as the very efficient custodian since Harry Watts has had
a deposit of books in her home
that has a very good record of
circulation. Mrs. Winnie Cunningham in the Lone Oak Community
has one of the top -records of circulation for the deposits in the
County. So why not tell them
this week or just any time that
you appreciate their contribution to this most worthy project in
their community. Remember that
books of all types are available,
and that any book that is in print
May be obtained. The spot announcement that has been on the
were exchanged Sunday afternoon,
April 23, 1961 by Miss Lynn
Wright and David Littliton Lassiter both young and popular among
our young people. The ceremony
took place at New Hope Baptist
church at 3 P. M. in a double ring
service with the Rev. James Holt
officiating in the presence of their
Immediate families.
The bride was given away by
her father Mansil Wright. Eugene
Lassiter served his brother as best
man, while Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
served as matron of honor.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mansil Wright of Fancy
Farm, while the bridegroom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter near here.
The wedding party was entertained in the Wright home with a
wedding dinner after which the
couple left for a short honeymoon.
Best wishes are extended for a
long life of happiness by all
friends over this area.

radio this week reminds one that
perhaps Weakley County is more
fortunate than some in having the
Reelfoot Lllirary service that is
available to everyone.
Ulyss Harris passed away suddenly of a heart attack last
Tuesday. Although he had been in
declining health for some time,
his death came as a shock. The
funeral service was held by Brother T. A. Duncan at the Jackson
Bros. Funeral Home last Wednesday. Sympathy is extended to the
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Max Richards of Hawthorne. Calif.
on the arrival of a son recently.
Also to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Edward
Qualls of Aurora, Colorado on the
arrival of a daughter. Mary True
Richards and Roy Edward Qualls
formerly lived in this community.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell who
have been visiting the Richards in
California for the past month are

reporting a wonderful time.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves and
family from Fayetteville. Tenn.
enjoyed a visit with Mr. and Mrs
D. J. Jones.
Mrs. Durrell Terrell is a patient
at the Fulton Hospital where she
underwent surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilma Jones were
recent visitors with the Durrell
Terre_ILs. Jane Ann stayed to be
with her mother during her stay
in the hospital.
BOWIE PROMOTED
W. Ralph Bowie,formerly assistant trainmaster, Fulton, Ky.
, was
appointed trainmaster, Cleveland,
Miss., on February 1. He succeeds
William B. Kennedy who was appointed trainmaster at Memphis,
Tenn. Mr. Bowie entered service
as a Louisiana Division Brakeman
in 1941 He has worked as a conductor, safety inspector, and as assistant trainmaster at various
points.

19c

Reg. 29c

Mr and Mrs. Pat Snow and
Mrs. Ella Veatch spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Verlie Byrd.
Several from this corrununiti
attended the burial of Mrs. Sammie Easley Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloyce Conner
and Mrs. Lizzie Conner visited
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Green Tuesday
afternoon.
The ladies of the Crutchfield
W. M. I.J. went to Poplar Grove
Monday night for their quarterly
meeting, and had the largest percent and was presented the banner.
Paul Bradley was admitted to
the Hillview Hospital Thursday
morning.
Mr. and MTS. Edd Cardwell
visited awhile Thursday afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. Pat Snow and

_

Paint Up, Clean US
Fix up, Clean Up
Let's steep Growing
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Please"
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WOMEN'S

5th Avenue

Napkins 250 soft
whites in poly bags.

Reg. 37c

By Nettle Lee Concise

Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Kay Bradley
visited Marie
Copelen Thursday afternoon.

0
Al

PARA
Miracle brand floral
perfumed air deodorant.

ROCK SPRING NEWS

31c

Latex rubber glove*
Non-slip grip.
S-M

Reg. 69c pr.
2 pr. 71c

NYLONS
Women's rayon
mesh briefs Sizes
5-6-7

Ti
ET'S

66c

Reg. 25c
4 for 88c

PAIR

Space to Spare

Most

Rearnien., circular knit construction
Coordinated leg
lengths In sizes 9i to II.

for summer clothes now
Rayon Bemberg
Chiffon stole warts

Reg. 59c
Reg. $1.59

Clear Vu Covered

Cake. Pie Pans
Made of sturdy aluminum
with see-thru plastic covert.
11 -in
diam. pie pan Cake
pan, 14x1IIIIda-in.

44c

Eight Pie Plates
Reg. 59c
39c

Imported 111LOI'SES
Reg 1 00 All cotton
6 style choice. In
unsorted colors Size
7-14 and 52-38.

Pure aluminum foil in 9-in
diam. Suitable for baking.
freezing serving

llc

Women's pump
house slipper. Size
4-9

88c

ALL OUR WINTER
Diah cloths. it In
pack. 13x16.. in

STORED WITH
Straw Shopper
77c
Reg. 99c

OK-Parisian
Never before such an amazing
convenience at such a low, low
price! Pack all the garments
you can into a big boonly box
which we supply. We store
everything in insured safety
until you call for them again.
Then back they come, every
garment thoroughly dry cleaned, perfectly pressed and on its
own hanger.

Unbreakable, boilable
linear plastic. 6,'2, 81
/
4
and 10,S -in. diarn. In yellow, white or turquoise.

Req. $1.79

97c SET
RUGS
Reg. $1.49

Two-tone tweed effect.
cotton and rayon plush
cut pile rug. Rubberized non-skid hack

5-10
OK- PARISIAN

Reg. $1.25 88c
Alcoa

Aluminum

Reg. $1.89

$1.29 Roll

4-In. x 40-ft corrugated alumni
num with hemmed edges for
greater strength and safety.
Neatly edges walks, driveways,
Garden hose. Plas- trees, bushes and flower beds.
Stops the spread of weeds,
tic. 50-ft. long.
grass and roots Pack of flower
Reg $2.99 $1.99 seeds attached to each roll.

1.17

STORE NOW . . PAY NEXT
FALL

Laundry And Cleaners. Inc.
Phone 130
East State Line

Lightweight, roomy carry-all.
Natural straw gaily decorated
h. bright colors.

27x48-In. Throw

ALL THIS FOR
ONLY $3.95
plus usual cleaning costs

call for service today.
WE CLEAN, GLAZE AND
STORE FURS.

1

}MINIM

THINGS ARE SAFELY

1.29
ROLL

King size

Food Container
Reg. 35c
Sleeping Pillow
Reg. $1.39
99c
Shredded urethane foam filled
sleeping pillow Floral cotton
cover. 18x24-in

Plastic waste basket. 38-qt. size.

Reg. $2.98 $1.57

21c
64-ow. high impact
plastic refrigerator
or freezer container.
Poly snap-on cover.
6h i.in diem.

BEN FRANKLIN 5-10
LOCALLY OWNED -- NATIONALLY KNOWN

HOME OWNED AND HOME OPERATED BY MR. AN D MRS. W. M. ADAMS

LAKE STREET, FULTON, KY.

DEGREE APPROVED!

Sidney Easley Is
Elected To Office
At Murray College

Milo Lynn Bushell senior at
Fulton High School, received word
last week that her application for
the State FHA Degree has been
reviewed and approved by the dia.
Sidney Easley, son of Rev.
filet committee. The degree will
be conferred at the State FHA Johnson Easley of Kirksey, was
recently elected president of the
meeting in June.
Murray State College Student Organization for the school year of
1961-62.
Easley, a junior, is majoring in
pre-law. He is a member of Pi
129 Broadway
Phone 55
Kappa Alpha, the International
Relations Club and the Religious
Council. He is a 19.58 graduate of
Sedalia High School.
Young Easley is the grandson
of Vernon Easley, former Graves
County judge, and a cousin of
Herman Easley, Mrs. Oscar Nanney and Mrs James Brown of
Fulton.

CANNON AGENCY

ATTENTION
KENTUCKY
MOTORISTS!

BIG CROWD!
There were 29 in attendance at
the regular monthly meeting of
the Milton 4-H Club Tuesday afternoon. The program was based
on kitchens and the different sizes
and kinds. Games were played
before and after the program.

ON TRAVELERS
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE
1. New Low Rates
2. Sate Driver Sa% lugs
33. Local Agent Setai,c
S.....

A total of 54 Fulton High School
students made the fifth six-weeks
honor roll, with seven making a
perfect standing of all -A's.
Thirty-one per cent of the senior class attained the honor of being placed on the A and B roll.
They
were:
Mike
Calliham,
Thomas Carney, Bobby Joe Hancock, Carl Hurst, Herbert Patton,
Charles Rice, Mike Walker, Lynn
Bushart, Chan Covington, Karen
Dublin, Dortha Duke, Brenda McKeel, Ophelia Speight and Sandra
Stephenson.
Also, thirty-one per cent of the
junior class made the honor roll.
They included: Jim Burton, Bill
Leneave, Warren Nanney, Clete
Beggs, Wanda Cash, Kay Morris,
Linda Pittman, Scarlet Turner,
and Linda Whitnel.
The sophomores placed thirtytwo per cent of their class on the
honor roll. They were: Barry
Adams, Tom Germain, Tommy

FULTON HIGH
SCHOOL NEWS

we pay

By

5%
interes

Representing The

First Industrial Plan
um Seaga 411t 86.

Travelers - Hartford

Paducah

Karen Dublin

Congratulations are in order
this week for several different
VHS students in several different
Holds. First, we are really proud
of our
Valedictorian
Dortha
Duke, our Salutatorian. °shells
Speight, and our Honor's Day
Speaker, Mike
Walker Their
names, along with the fourteen
honor graduates names. were anmewed lau Friday afternoon by
Principal 1 M. Martin and Supt.
W. I. Holland. Dortha and Ophella
have already begun working on
their
Commencement
N I ght
'speeches.

savings

Cannon Agency

Seven With All A's Lead Honor
Roll At Fulton High School

Secondly, we are also proud of
our track team which participated
in several events at Murray Saturday afternoon. Although none of
our entrants won events, Tommy
Bowden placed second in the 880
yard dash and third in the 440
yard dash. The Fulton High team
earned a total of seven points in
the contest. Other FRS participants were Bill Burnette, discus
and shot putt; Hal Warren, 100
yard dash, 22e yard dash and
broad jump; Don Bumette, high
jump and broad jump.
And thirdly, we are especially
proud of Sharrye Johnson and
Chan Covington. who took first
and second place honors In the
"Mims Jaycee Beauty Pageant" last
Friday night. It was the first time
In the three year history of the
event that a Fulton High girl was
seleced as queen. Altogether there
were five Fulton High Idris In the
top ten finalists. We hope that
winning this pageant will become
a yearly affair for girls from our
school!!!

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DLLUXE
"nt four, not five, not
seven, but I YEARS
OLD Strright Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years 66.8
Proof.

Fifth
Pint
Id Pint

A couple of weeks ago, fortysix seniors from VHS attended
the Senior Day activities at Murray State College. We were
registered in front of the auditorium and given a big sign to carry
around which said "Fulton" in big
blue letters. We had quite a bit of
Fun waving our sign when we met
rival schools of the area! Then we
were taken on a tour of the campus and many of the buildings. After the tour, everyone
was
brought back to the auditorium
and each school present was introduced. When President Ralph
Woods came down the list to Fulton High School, he introduced us
as coming from the "Banana Capitol of the World" We sure took a

$5.40
68.40
61.20

Hiram Walker II Sons, Isle.
Peoria. linnets

Call Us To Savo
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer la our
best testimonial. That le
why we give you fest, efficient. technical bemire and
low rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-op to saving yes
money!

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Antennas tr_stalled

_

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Wade Television

Phone 307

111 Lake St.

Phone 450

NAPA.
v

'• -

•
f

to"

7411
:
.
'"

.thaa ANY
other Brand

;ftti

,1„ •
-

BURNETTE TRACTOR COMPANY
FOURTH STREET

FULTON

HONE 189

Ilarw,ad, Starde, JeftreSS. Douglas McAlister, Barry Roper, Lynn
Williamson, Mary Bondurant, Ann
Bowers. Faye Bransford, Martha
Lee DeMyer, Sheri Lou Elliott,
Annie Lee Green, Beverly Haman,
Josephine Hancock, Phyllis Pigue,
Darlene Roberts and Nancy Sisson.
Finally, the freshmen had
twenty-three percent of their
class members on the honor roll.
They Included: Terry Beadles,
Curtis Hancock, Duane McAlister,
Freddy Wells, Mary Grant DeMyer, Carol Dunn, Carolinda
Hales, Sally Hall, Jo Ann Haman,
Judy Hoodenpyle. Mary Virginia
Page, Judy Patton and Linda
Warren.
Those attaining an all-A standing were: Thomas Carney, Carl
Hurst and Dortha Duke, seniors;
Linda Whitnel, junior; Lynn Williamson and Martha DeMyer,
sophomores; Freddy Wells, freshMAR

Bud White Accepted
In Lamp and Cross
Robert H. (Bud) White, Jr., a
Fulton student at the University
of Kentucky has been accepted for
membership into UK's chapter of
Lamp and Cross, national honorary fraternity for outstanding
senior men.
White is a son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert H. White, Fulton. A graduate of Fulton High School, he is
pursuing studies in UK's College
of Arts and Sciences.
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• DUKEDOM ROUTE 1
By Constance Jones

OVER THE TOP!
A total of $958 was raised 1
the cancer auction in HiCkTB
last week. Famous ladies such i
Mrs. Jack Kennedy and Mrs. Job
Sherman Cooper sent articles
the auction and they were sold t
the highest bidder. A cake, bake
in memory of Guy Barnet
brought a total of $150 for th
cancer fund.

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hedge are
at home after spending some time
with Ronald's parents at Pilot Oak.
We are all glad to have them
home.
Mrs. Calvin Thomas and Mrs.
Pete Murphy attended the funeral
of Ulysses Grant Harris at Jackson's Funeral Home at 2 P. M.
Fix Up, Clean Up
Wednesday. Our aympathy goes
Paint Up, Clean UP
out to all the relatives and esLet's Keep Growing
pecially his companion.
Mrs. Ronald Hedge gave a
Stanley party last Thursday at
7:30 and all reported a nice time.
The News is pleased to extend
Miss Constance Jones returned
birthday wishes to the following from
the home of Mr_ and Mrs.
persons on their birthdays:
Vestal Coltharp where she was
April 27: Judy Neely, Ruby Bar- confined with the flu,
she is much
ber, Stella Lawrence Gholson, improved.
Becky Edwards, Patsy Tucker;
Mrs. Tom Wheelis and Jimmy
April 28: Charles Huddleston, Mrs. Holloway called
on Miss ConLeland Bugg, Kenneth Lacewell;, stance Jones awhile
Saturday afApril 29: Richard Cardwell, Har- ternoon.
vey Vaughn, Mrs. Paul Nanney,
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Murphy and
Alan Benedict, Mrs. Harry Jack- Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Hedge atson, Mrs. Elwood Miller; April 30: tended church Friday
night at the
lot of kidding from 'theother sin- W. H. Harrison, Ronnie Homra, Baptist church
at Latham, TenMr. and Mrs. Harry Watts; May 1: nessee.
dents from that remark!
Madoline Goodwin; May 2: Mrs.
Rev. and Mrs. Keith Smith and
After we were entertained by Oddl Sills, Laverne Varden, W. L.
Lost acres are made by
several college groups including Matthews, Mollie Wiley, Mrs. Eddie called to see Miss Constance
profits you never took in
Jones
last Friday afternoon.
the Phi Mu Alpha Dance Band Grady Varden; May 3: Flora
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Work and
because your land didn't
and the Acapella Choir, we were Oliver, J. H. Patterson, Jr., Bettie
Miss Constance Jones had dinner
produce top yields. When
fed a sack lunch in the new Lee.
with Mr. and Mrs. Noble Melton.
you use DAVCO 30, you
fieldhouse. Then came the various
Pleasant View Sunday School is
get extra yield without
career conferences all afternoon.
having
a
supper
Friday
night
extra labor . . . it's like
HERE HERE!
All in all, it was a very enjoyable
April 28 at 7 P. M. Everybody is
finding lost acres you
day and one which no senior
South Fulton PTA received the invited to come and bring a covernever knew you had.
should miss.
"Best Attendance" award at the ed dish.
There's a grade of
Little Miss Wanda Dcnivant is
For the seniors, this is the most recent banquet in Mason Hall for
DAVCO 30 for every
critical time of the whole year. Obion County PTA Council presi- having a birthday today. She is 4
kind of soil.
There are only about four weeks dents, principals and magistrates. years old.
Well the weather has warmed
of school left and in those four A total of sixteen local people atup some and we are not having
weeks we must cram in one more I tended.
quite as much rain.
issue of the KENNEL, our final
Pete Clinard has gone to St.
exams, graduation practice, worBYE, JUDY!
Louis to visit his folks.
ries about whether we will be accepted by the college of our choke
Miss Judy Moore of Highlands,
and finally graduation, which Is recently received notification that
Let's Keep Growing
Just about the biggest worry of she has been accepted for admisthem all! The Baccalaureate See' sion at Lindenwood College in St.
vire will be held on Sunday night, Charles, Missouri, where she will
May 21 and Clam Night will be on be a freshman. She is now a senTuesday. May ?3 "Bon Voyage" ior at Fulton High School and will
1 3 HULK
will come on Thursday night. May enter Lindenwood next Septem['he Sensational New Invention
25, with the Commencement Ex- ber.
Sutherland's
"116D" Tram
ereisee.
The
Commencement
No Belts — No Straps —
speaker will be Dr Frank SteeleY
No Odors
IN SELECT GROUP!
of Murray State College.
Approved by Doctors — The
Charles Irving Huddleston, son
A very interesting assembly
World's Most Comfortable
program was presented on Wed- of Mr. and Mrs. Arch Huddleston
Truss
nesday morning when the Fulton of Edding Street, was recently
initiated
into Phi Eta Sigma, a
County High School music de408 Lake St.
partment played several numbers freshman scholastic society, at the
Fulton
Phone 900 Fulton, Ky.
University of Tennessee, Knoxfor the students and faculty.
ville. Membership in this fratertr,[1,,11111111r
Tuesday was also a big day at nity is a very high honor for any 11111•11101111111110111111111161111ungommumergookonnomitimiar,
Fulton High as inspectors visit- freshman to achieve.
208 Main Street
l'hone 5
ed the school In connection
Fulton, Ky.
with the Clean-Up Fix-Up PaintTWA MEETS
Up Week activities here in FulThe Grace McBride YWA of
ton. Everything was spanking
Missionary Baptist
clean and we seemed to have Crutchfield
INSURANCE AGENCY
passed the inspection with flying Church met Tuesday night, April
18,
for
their regular business
rotors!!
meeting. All members and the
Fire - - - Casualty - - - Auto
Last Thursday arid Friday were counselor were present. RefreshFarm Liability and Loans
real hectic days for members of ments were served by Mrs. Mae
the senior class. The long-dreaded Henderson and Mary Jo Holly.
Rey D. Taylor
Harry Reams
research themes were due Friday
Home Phone: Cayce 2645
Home Phone: Fulton 1419M
morning and many students were
Fix Up, Clean Up
up till one and two o'clock that
aC71.!.7111111111111111111111101111101810
morning typing and writing their
"masterpieces". But all were in by FIELD FENCING WIRE
the art deadline and are now being (ugh!') graded.
—3 Roll minimum
So long until next week, when
—Cash off truck
business should be Picking up con—Deliver, April 29th
siderably around Fulton High.
We are offering a special price for our "Complete

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

How to get rid
of "lost acres"
with

DAVCO
3G

CITY DRUG CO.

BROWDER
MILLING CO.

Atkins, Reams and Taylor

SPECIAL OFFER

Pennies Above Cost!

ROW TNT FIRS ••RIENTITI,'•

MS May Organize
Business Club Soon
Some interest has been displayed in the formation of an F.B.L.A.
(Future
Business Leaders of
America) chapter in Fulton High
School.
The F.B.L.A. Chapter as a local
level is reponsible for the development of activities that will help
the individual student become
more familiar with the requirements of business and the skills
that are required in college.
Some of the activities that appeal to many of the students are
the competition on a state level,
the various areas in which competition covers, business math,
spelling, a Chapter project, Scrapbook and state officers.
Requirements for membership
in the Fulton Chapter will include
a minimum of their units in business.
SALVATION ARMY COMING
The Salvation Army truck will
be in Fulton on May 1, 1961. Any
calls will be accepted by the Fulton Chamber of Commerce office.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

package" Beauty Course to all 1961 Graduating !
SOUTHERN STATES

Seniors!

Fulton Co-Operative
Central Avenue, South Fulton

This SPECIAL OFFER good only during May.

•

Enroll now and learn a high paying profession.

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
Phone 458
Fulton, Ky.

Tennessee or Kentucky hours can be earned.
Call or Visit

Romy's Beauty School
801 South First Street
Phone TU 5-5101
Union City, Tenn.

422 Lake St.
oputogg

Since
1882

n
rffffea
-e

SOIL BUILDERS
Free Flowing • Uniform Pellet Size • Dust Free • Quality Controlled

Watches. Clocks and Time
PleCe21 of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost
by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

CITY COAL COMPANY; Phone 51, Fulton
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CLASSIFIED ADS

WALLPAPER spec l. 25c roll and
up at Exchange Furniture Company, Fulton.

FRIGIDAIRE used electric range; VINYL LATEX paint for sheetclean, good condition, 90-day rock and wallpaper, $4.45 gallon
guarantee. $89.50; easy terms. at Exchange Furniture Company,
Fulton.
Exchange Furniture Company.
THE PRETTIEST ASSORTMENT
of mens sport shirts in MAYFIELD are to be seen at The
Edwards Store.
G-E RANGE, used clean, $54.50;
easy terms. Exchange Furniture
Company.

FOR

RENA. Flom sanding machine and electric flour polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

MAKE YOUR OWN signs! Decal
letters and numbers, all sizes from
ko" to 4" for boat licenses and
Phone TU 519404
names. Baldridge's, Fulton.
TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "Service is our business". Merryman
and Fry Appliances, 215 Main
Street, phone 126.

Union City

(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Snecial orders
When It a

Real Estate in Fulton

MAN WANTED to supply Raw— see —
leigh Products to consumers in
CHARLES W.BURROW
Fulton Co. or City of Fulton.
Rhone 61
Good time to start. Write Raw- 409 Walnut
leigh's, Dept. KYD-1071-28, Free- 'arm Loans
port, Ill. Or See: Bill Johnson,
Conventional Loans
Box 352, Russell Springs,

FHA Loans

USED Frigidaire refrigerator with —The very best selection of real
freezer across top 90-day guaranestate for sale at all times I
tee. $89 50; easy terms. Exchange
Furniture Company.

FLOWERS
WE

DAV TO MEET
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RENT - -

For Every Occasion

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacutua Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

HALLMARK

ereeling

RPM( "Perwmatiseir
Stationary

Scottes Floral Shoppe
Fathom
Phone 211-.1
SITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

SIIIVIIINIllt,:1)1111111111111,111IN1001111M112171

TROUBLE?

ECORATION DAY
FOR

Fairview Cemetery
Is

Sunday, May 21, 1961
CITY OF FULTON

We can't keep you out of II
but with one of our Low
payment plai
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Cheek Book!

Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights IN

Register For Big Prizes During
Our 34 Anniversary Celebration
May 6th
_. May 202h

Fifth Drawing
Sixth Drawing

Be Sure To Be Present At All Of Them!

POLITICAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

May

23, 1961:

C. N. Holland
John C. liondurant

FOR SHERIFF
i.e Campbell
Turney Davie
John Rase

For State Representative
Hoyt Barnett
Robert Lee Bolin
Jennings Bryan Newby

For County Attorney
lomat Amberg
Dee McNeill

For County Court Clerk
Dee Langford
Kathryn Lannoon
Mrs. Scott (Billie) DeMyer

For Tax Commissioner
John Croce
Elmer Murchison

FOR JAILER
Raymond Minton
M. II. (Red) Garrison
Roland Harrison

FOR MAGISTRATE
(District Number 2)
Hubert Maim
Harold Hampton
Ray Mess
HOTPOINT used electric range,
push button switches; clean, perfect condition, 90-day guarantee.
$135.00, easy terms. Exchange
Furniture Company.
NEW 9x12 linoleum rugs—a few
left at $5.69. Exchange Furniture
Company, -1:i.i114 35.
PHILCO refrigerator, used; freezer arrow top, 90-day guarantee.
$79.50, easy terms. Exchange
Furniture Company.
PATCHING DRIVEWAYS and
parking lots with cold mix asphalt.
Phone M.,. 3-3871; J. B. Bailey,
Clinton, Ky.

,•Fifteen industrial arts students
at Fulton High School will be
eligible to take a field trip on
Friday and will visit the King
Specialty Co. in Mayfield, Murray
State College and Murray Training Hitch School. The boys became eligible when they did outstanding work during the past
six weeks.
MONEY GIVEN COLLEGLJ
FOR MEDICAL GRANTS
The University of Kentucky
College of Medicine has been allotted $16,000 for scholarships
from the Avalon Foundation,
largest U. S. contributor to medical education. The grant will be
utilized in the College's planned
scholarship program, according to
Dr. William H. Knisely, chairman of the Student Affairs Committee.
MAYTAG WASHERS, standar@
and automatic models, $100.05
and up. Salm and navies.
Bennett Electric, enon• 201.

FREE PARKING

As a Campaign Director for the
1961 March of Dimes, I know that
you were called upon to make
many sacrifices both in terms of
time and money, not to mention
what it meant in terms of your
family. The same was also true
for your co-workers.
As another co-worker and as
President of The National Foundation, I hope you will accept this
simple expression of appreciation
and pass it on to all who helped.
We are indeed grateful for all that
you have done and attach great
significance to the fact that you
decided it was • job worth doing.
It is my hope that now the cam- ,
paten is finished, or nearly 90, you
are able to look back upon It with
a large measure of satisfaction,
secure in the knowledge that the
funds raised will be spent to speed
up
our comprehensive
fight
against disease and disability.
Again, warmest thanks to all.
Sincerely yours,
Basil O'Connor
President
PEACE OF MIND

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

When we do not find peace of
mind in ourselves it is useless to
look for it elsewhere.
—La Rochefoucaul,j

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

Closeout Prices
on discontinued

BOOK SOY BEANS

90 Pros..
Pint
Si 55

gum ultPUIR.
mond Immo braM9/9

isms sof wow of st• undo@
S-Tr19909 Owe si aio cams
I. too assomps
If
Canart lbw elsolos, own

THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!"

colors of

KE?4 - TONE and
DON'T MOVE WTTHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD KY.

GILLUM

KEM - GLO ENAMEL

de
tordsl
ject.
weel
dru

While quantities last

the s

EXCHANGE
Phone 35

Yellowstone
•

TI

The Greatest American Whiskey
t

sourboa

sa a

IN

Met Dettka. In WWI

amain• mama NT TRUNNiON! annum CO.,

WOMAN WHO CAN DRIVE. .
If you would enjoy working 3 or
4 hours a day calling regularly
each month on a group of Studio
Girl Cosmetic clients on a route
to be established in and around
Fulton, and are willing to make
light deliveries, etc., write to
COSMETICS,
STUDIO
GIRL
Dept. WN-16, Glendale, California.
Route will pay up to $3.50 per
hour.

sion
devo
sage:

NIIILLOW-MASH

FURNITURE COMPANY

TRANSFER CO.

LOWIWUJI—Osuasoso

are:
9;

ii a
meni
prog
8:45

TV ANTENrict.: we install—
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television

APPINCt
JA!!!ITIF

IN 1947 THROUGH 1960

STULL'S

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

INDUSTRIOUS!

FOR COUNTY JUDGE

acreage devoted to a conservation
use in 1959 and 1960. Where applications are mode in advance
and program funds are still
available, farmers may receive
ACP costahare assistance in inThe sign-up of farmers in the stalling
conservation-use
the
1961 feed grain program is ex- practice on the land.
pected to get under way this week,
in Fulton County, according to
Let's Keep Growing
word from Mr. Roy Bard, Chairman, County Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Committee. The program provides payments to corn and grain sorghum
producers who divert a portion of
the acreage formerly planted to
Take the gamble out tif the Boy
these crops to an approved conservation use.
bean crop; buy QUALITY Hood
The average county rate is $31.—Clark--Oliver beano at
30 per acre for reducing such
acreage a minimum of 20 percent
below the base 1959-60 oversee.
SOUTHERN STATES
Individual farm rates may be
Fulton Co Operative
higher or lower, depending on the
Central Avenue; South Fulton
farm's productivity In relation to
the county average. A higher rate
will apply for reducing corn and
grain sorghum acreage from 20
to 40 percent below the base.
Cubic foal
Two
Corn and grain sorghum producers must cooperate in the 1961
Chest Type Freezers
feed grain program in order to be
eligible for price support on the
EACH $235.00
normal production of this year's
corn arid grain sorghum acreage,
as well as for support on any of
(only two to sell)
their other 1961 feed crop.—barley, oats, and rye.
SOtrniERN STATES
Acreage diverted under the feed
grain program must be put to an
Fulton Co-Operattve
approved conservation use, and It
Crated Avon's.. South Folios
additional
represent
an
must
amount over the tarm's average

Letters To Editor Feed Program
Sign-Up Begins

The Fulton Chapter of the Disabled American Veterans will
meet Thursday night April 27,
April 20 1961
7:30 P. M. at the City Hall—South
Fulton, Tenn. Disabled Veterans
Westpheling
Paul
Mrs.
The News is authorized to an- from Fulton County, Ky. and
Fulton County Camp, Dir.
nounce the candidacy of the fol- Obion County, Tenn. are ingeci to
New March of Dimes
lowing for public office subject to attend.
Fulton, Ky.
the Democratic Primary Tuesday,
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EXCHANGE

HYBRIDS
WON THE
GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP
AT THE
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
SEE US FOR:
FERTILIZERS
FEED

Ammonium Nitrate

Big Bargains on Elictric Appliances
Plus Cash Bonuses for You!

Furniture Company

Boaz & Robbins
Painting and paperhanging

contractors
Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave
Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

FIELD SEED

Feed Your Hogs

Armour's Vertagreen

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

A. C• BUTTS

A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

—AND SONS—

Browder Milling Co.

East State Line

Fulton. Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

The electric appliances listed below are

our JAMBOREE features. Buy any or all of
them during APPLIANCE JAMBOREE MONTH
... bring your bill(s) of sale to our office

Make your home more modern ... make it more comfortable
. . with new electric appliances. Buy during APPLIANCE JAM
BOREE MONTH for bargain buys acid cash bonuses.
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Se@ Your Dealer ... Choose Your Appliances ...
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APPLIANCE JAMBOREE FEATURES

Now is the time to modernize your home with new electric
appliances. Throughout May, you'll get bargain buys from your
dealer . .. and a cash bonus from us when you buy an appliance
featured on our JAMBOREE list

IN 50-LB. BAGS

GARDEN SEED
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Savings I

Offer good only for consumers of

RANGE

HICKMAN - FULTON AUTOMATIC WASHER
COUNTIES'
CLOTHES DRYER

11IV R. E.1S C. C.

DISH WASHER
WATER SYSTEM

$15
$10
$15
$10
$25
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